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FOREWORD

This document was prepared by Rocketdyne, division of North

American Rockwell Corporation, in accordance with Article II,

Paragraph D of Contract NAS7-746 with the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration. The contract period of performance was 15

August 1969 to 15 January 1972. The contract was administered for

NASA by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, whose Technical Manager was

Dr. Raymond Kushida. The Rocketdyne Program Manager was Mr. Spencer

Clapp for the first year; he was replaced by Mr. T. A. Coultas for

the remainder of the program. Dr. David Campbell served as the

Rocketdyne Project Manager.

Several technical people at Rocketdyne performed work on or served

as consultants regarding specific aspects of the various program

tasks: Mr. W. D. Chadwick in computer programming and checkout,

Mssrs. J. C. Hyde, W. H. Moberly, and S. A. Evans with respect to

transonic and supersonic flow, Mr. W. S. Hines and Dr. L. J. Zajac

with respect to gas/liquid injection spray distributions, and

Mssrs. M. D. Schuman and K. W. Fertig in formulating and program-

ming the droplet heating and diffusion model.

This report has been assigned Rocketdyne Report No. R-8888.
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ABSTRACT

Development of a computer program for analyzing the effects of bipropellant spray

combustion processes on liquid rocket performance is described and discussed.

The Distributed Energy Release (DER) computer program was designed to become part

of the JANNAF* Liquid Rocket Performance Evaluation Methodology and to account,

therein, for performance losses associated with the propellant combustion pro-

cesses, e.g., incomplete spray gasification, imperfect mixing between sprays and

their reacting vapors, residual mixture ratio striations in the flow, and two-

phase flow effects. It does not account for losses associated with chemical kin-

etic deviations from equilibrium nor with the chamber wall boundary layer; those

losses are analyzed by other computer programs in the JANNAF methodology.

The DER computer program begins by initializing the combustion field at the in-

jection end of a conventional liquid rocket engine, based on injector and chamber

design detail, and on propellant and combustion gas properties. It analyzes bi-

propellant combustion, proceeding stepwise down the chamber from those initial

•conditions through the nozzle throat. Analysis of combustion and flow normaily

assumes axisymmetric stream tube flow. A transonic flow solution is imposed upon

the flow in the nozzle. Combustion gas data computed at (or near) the nozzle

throat plane are used to initialize the JANNAF reference computer program, TDK,

for analyzing the supersonic flow in the nozzle expansion section. Depending

upon the version of DER, the TDK analysis may either be included in the DER com-

putations or done subsequently by a separate TDK run. Three different versions

of DER have been delivered to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and are described in

this report.

The validity of DER's performance analysis was partially evaluated by comparing

predicted performance with a limited amount of experimental data. Accurate pre-

dictions are possible, but depend upon proper selection of available adjustments

in the input data. Those describing the propellant atomization (mass median drop

diameter and distribution of diameters) and the location of the combustion initial-

ization plane are probably the most important adjustments for many engines.

*Joint Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force
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INTRODUCTION

The JANNAFPerformance Standardization Working Group has, for several years, directed

its efforts toward assembling a methodology for analytically evaluating the perform-

ance of liquid rocket engines. The approach taken has been, essentially, to identify

performance loss mechanismsand to develop reference computer programs for calculating

the degraded performance or the magnitudes of the performance decrements. A long-

standing goal has been achievement of performance predictions which are accurate
within 1 percent. It was recognized that meeting this goal would require a thorough

consideration of all potential loss mechanisms, including interactions between them
(Ref. I).*

The status of the JANNAFperformance methodology was summarized in Ref. 2 at about

the time that this current program was initiated. Major emphasis had been given

to analyzing the gas dynamic loss mechanismsassociated with kinetic deviations

from equilibrium, striated flow, nozzle divergence, and boundary layers. A series

of reference computer programs had been developed and distributed to interested
agencies and contractors, viz, CDEfor one-dimensional equilibrium flow, _DK for

one-dimensional kinetic flow, TDK for two-dimensional (axisymmetric) kinetic flow

and TBL for turbulent boundary layers. Loss mechanisms associated with propellant

spray combustion, such as incomplete spray gasification, imperfect mixing between

propellant sprays and their reacting vapors, incomplete reaction within the com-

bustion chamber, and two-phase flow effects were lumped together and termed

"energyrelease losses." These losses were not analyzed, but were accounted for

in an approximate, empirical manner: the initial propellant enthalpies supplied

to the gas dynamic computer programs were reduced until predicted performance

agreed with experimental performance observed in one or more engine firings. The

reduced enthalpies were then used in making predictions for similar combustor

designs with varied nozzles or operating conditions.

*Reference 1 and others refer to the ICRPG (Interagency Chemical Rocket Propulsion

Group) performance analysis methodology. ICRPG has been replaced by JANNAF. The

"JANNAF" acronym is used throughout the text of this report, rather than mixing
"JANNAF" and "ICRPG."



Analytical studies of bipropellant spray combustion in rochets have also been

pursued for manyyears. Steady-state combustion modeling progressed through the

1950's and early 1960's to a relatively sophisticated state. Nearly all models

through that period shared certain commonfeatures: they were based on one-

dimensional flow equations; their central problem was burning of uniform, com-

pletely atomized propellant sprays; spray vaporization was adopted as the

combustion-rate-limiting process; and lateral, circulating or striated flows
were not considered. Priem and associates at NASALewis performed the definitive

work of that period, summarized in Ref. 3. Whereasearlier investigators had

utilized limiting case assumptions or unrealistic spray droplet dynamics to

achieve closed-form solutions, Priem turned to numerical, digital computer so-

lutions and considered realistic spray size distributions and spray dynamics,

including transient droplet heating and vaporization.

Later investigators refined Priem's basic model, removing someof its restrictions,

e.g., axial pressure and mizture ratio variations and secondary droplet breakup

were included (Ref. 4 and 5) and improved numerical integration schemesand two-

flame-front models of exothermic droplet burning were developed (Ref. 6 and 7).

Someinvestigators,(e.g., Ref. 4) reverted from the transient droplet heating

.model for spray burning to the earlier and simpler Godsave (Ref. 8) quasi-steady,

evaporation coefficient (k_) model.

One-dimensional rocket spray combustion models have been used to analyze pro-

pellant spray combustion efficiencies and vaporization-limited c* efficiency,

amongother parameters. Usually, a model run is madeto obtain specific per-

formance values for specific test conditons, but Priem pursued an extensive

parametric variation of propellants, spray drop size distributions, chamber de-

sign_ and operating conditions, and derived therefrom a correlating equation for

vaporization efficiency.

The "energy release losses", however, consist of more than evaporation ineffi-

ciencies. Incomplete spray mixing and the resultant mixture-ratio-striated gas

flow are quite important contributors to these losses. Additionally, these

losses maybe coupled, i.e., lower evaporation efficiencies maybe experienced

in striated flows than in uniform flow, or vice versa.

2



One approach has been to calculate vaporization and mixing losses separately, as

if they were independent, and to combine them as a product of efficiencies. In

Ref. 9, for example, the following method was developed: (1) a one-dimensional

spray combustion model was used to calculate overall vaporization efficiency, nvap;

(2) full-injector cold-flow tests were made to define 1 a mixing c* efficiency,

_c*,mix; (3) overall c* efficiency was defined as nc, = nc,,mix nva p. It was

judged to be moderately successful; compared with tests whose c* efficiencies

ranged from about 70 to i00 percent, calculated efficiencies were within ±5 per-

cent with a majority of points lying within ±3 percent.

It was shown in Ref. 10 how a related method could be used to calculate equivalent

energy release losses for the JANNAF performance methodology. A retinue of

engineering experience factors was applied, in an evaluation of the injector, to

predict propellant mass and mixture ratio distributions across the injector.

From these predictions, the injected propellants were distributed among a large

number of combustion stream tubes. Priem's correlating equation for vaporization

efficiency was then used to calculate stream tube vaporization efficiencies,

combustion gas flowrates, and gas mixture ratios at the nozzle throat plane.

Paralleling the foregoing definition of mixing c* efficiency, a mixing specific

impulse ratio was defined and used as a multiplier for propellant enthalpies.

This gave reduced enthalpy values (for initializing gasdynamic analyses with

the _DK or TDK computer programs) which, together with the calculated combustion

gas flowrates (instead of total injected flowrates), completed the energy release

loss representation. In theexample cases cited in Ref. 10, this method had

. Immiscible propellant simulants were accumulated in a large number, nt, of
liquid sample tubes via a (spatially) continuous rectangular collection
matrix. Theoretical c* as a function of mixture ratio, c, and local sample

total weights, wi, and mixture ratios, ci, were used to calculate

_c*,mix =

nt

c (%) w.l
i=l

n t

c*(c'-in j) _ w.• 1

i=l

3



remarkably good prediction accuracy. IIowever, its potential for application as

a reference method, to be distributed to many users, is severely limited by the

engineering experience factors, which can apparently neither be communicated

adequately nor programmed for computer solution.

Meanwhile, as part of a system of computer programs for analyzing injector/chamber

compatibility (ICC), a computerized method was being developed for predicting

propellant spray distributions produced by liquid rocket injectors (Ref. ii). Its

basic premises are that the sprays produced by each individual injection element

can be described analytically I and that overall injector distributions can be

synthesized by linear superposition of the elemental distributions. Formulated

in cylindrical coordinates, the LISP (Liquid Injector Spray Pattern) computer pro-

gram calculates spray mass fluxes, spray droplet velocity vectors, and median drop

diameters at a large number of r,8-mesh points in a "collection plane", some short

distance downstream of the injector. Partial spray gasification (burning) up-

stream of that plane is also estimated.

In the ICC system of computer programs, a liquid rocket combustor is considered

to be subdivided into several discrete zones, as shown in Fig. 1 (reproduced from

Ref. 12). The LISP computer program analyzes the earliest injection/atomization

zone; other computer pr6grams continue the analysis for subsequent zones. The

initial rapid combustion zone is analyzed by a 3D-C_MBUST computer program, fol-

lowing its initialization from LISP calculated data. As 3D-C_MBUST analysis pro-

ceeds downstream, subsidence of transverse velocities marks the transition to a

stream-tube-like flow and is the basis for initializing a simpler analysis, using

-a stream-tube combustion (STRMTB) computer program. This latter program continues

spray combustion analysis through the nozzle throat. Finally, combustion gas pro-

duct data computed by 3D-C_MBUST and STP_ffB at points along the combustion chamber

wall are used in boundary layer heat transfer and wall response computer programs

to complete the compatibility analysis.

I. Typically, individual element flux distributions are measured in single ele-
ment, cold-flow simulation experiments and are correlated empirically to a

general element flux distribution equation which is used in the computer

program.

4
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Both the 3D-C_MBUST and STRMTB computer programs were new combustion models. Each

represented distinct advancement of the state of the art beyond the earlier, one-

dimensional combustion models and, each in its own way, permitted simultaneous

analyses of coupled processes that had previously been analyzed separately, if at

all. Because of the complexities involved in the dimensionality aspects of their

formulations, the simplest, evaporation-coefficient approach to analyzing spray

combustion rates was employed.

Although little emphasis had been placed on calculating performance parameters,

the injection and combustion models in the ICe system of computer programs were

ideally suited to the development of an "energy release" model for the JANNAF

performance analysis methodology. Accordingly, modification of those programs

and the JANNAF gas dynamic programs and their assemblage into a single performance

analysis model with Distributed Engergy Release (DER) were undertaken and are

the subject of this report. Work during the first year of the program was divided

into the following tasks:

I. Model Formulation

II. Computer Programming and Checkout

5



III.

IV.

Evaluation of Model Validity

Documentation and Delivery (to JPL) of the DER Computer Program

Those tasks were completed and the capabilities and shortcomings of the developed

DER computer program were summarized in an "interim final" report (Ref. 13). The

program was extended for a second year with the addition of the following tasks:

V(a).

vco).

VI.

VII.

viii(a).

VIII(b).

Provision of LOX Spray Vaporization Efficiency Charts for

High Pressure LOX/GH 2 Combustion

Replacing the Evaporation Coefficient (k') Combustion Model with

a Droplet Heating and Diffusion Model

Provision of a Gas/Liquid Version of the LISP Computer Subprogram

Block

Preparation of a Catalog of Injector Spray Correlations

Interim Delivery of the Revised DER Computer Program Developed

Under Task V(b).

Final Documentation and Delivery of the Latest Version of the DER

Computer Program

Task VI was structured as a limited-level-of-effort task and was viewed as pro-

viding a "first generation" capability for analyzing gas/liquid injection, largely

to obtain a clear understanding of how difficult it might be to provide a more

realistic, "second generation" capability. During the second contract year, the

period of performance was extended by 4 months, particularly so that the Task VII

work could best take advantage of work performed under other related contracts.,

Reports, documents, and presentations resulting from this contract are summarized

in Appendix I.

This document is the final report of the Distributed Energy Release Program. Work

performed under all of the foregoing tasks is summarized, although it is organized

as a computer program description, rather than a task-by-task description. An

evaluation of the status of the DER computer program, both with respect to the

JANNAF performance methodology and with respect to other programs using related

versions of the major subprogram blocks, appears in the last section.



DESCRIPTIONOFDERCOMPUTERPROGRAM

CONCEPTANDSU_._IARIZATION

At its inception, the DERcomputer program was intended to be a reference program

for performing a complete liquid rocket performance analysis, beginning with pro-
pellant injection and ending with discharge of combustion products at the nozzle

exhaust. Input data regarding propellant properties, injector, chamber, and

nozzle design were to be used, with as few user-adjustable parameters as possible.

Thus, the program was intended to reflect the influences of hardware-imposed

boundary conditions on thrust performance, relating predicted thrust to actual

injector design features such as injection hole patterns, hole sizes, impingement

angles, and mass flow per element. _rom a fundamental viewpoint, changes in one

or a combination of design parameters may affect performance through altered pro-
pellant mass flux distributions and meanspray droplet sizes; evaluating these

spray variables is rather nebulous and remote to a design engineer trying to lay

out an effective injector design. In developing the DER computer model, a conscious

attempt has been made to include those basic combustion processes which are in-

fluenced significantly and rather directly by injector design features and to omit

calculations which might contribute to a more accurate analysis, but do not inter-

act directly with the injection boundary condition. Thus, models for continued

spray dispersion and turbulent mixing in the downstream part of the combustor and

for chemical kinetics are not included in DER.

Program formulation and development were imbedded in a few basic concepts. The

first was that the fundamental spray combustion mechanisms are well enough known,

qualitatively, to support a detailed phenomenological approach to their analysis,

rather than a gross integrated approach. The second was that enough is known,

quantitatively, about the individual processes' rates, interactions, etc. to

support accurate performance predictions. The third lends credence to the first

two, that is, there are sufficient existing, developed computer models to perform

the entire performance analysis, but they need to be adapted to the performance

problem, and to one another, and integrated into one encompassing computer pro-

gram for solving the performance problem. Finally, it was recognized that the

7



validity of the solutions would need to be evaluated through critical comparisons

with a broad range of experimental engine firing data.

As experience is gained in using the DER program and comparisons are made between

predictions and test results, it is expected that specific weaknesses in the combus-

tion model will be revealed. Future program improvements will then be needed to

reduce or eliminate the most serious sources of error. An illustrative example of

this that has already been undertaken is the extension to a supercritical combustion

range, which corrected a weakness revealed by experience with earlier combustion

models.

The DER computer program is, essentially, an assemblage of existing computer pro-

grams, modified and combined into one large rocket performance analysis model.

Distinct computer subprogram blocks are related as shown in Fig. 2. Analysis be-

gins with LISP (Liquid Injector Spray Pattern) computer program calculations of

spray mass fluxes, velocity vectors, and droplet diameters at a larg e number of

r,O-mesh points in an "initial-plane" some short distance downstream of the in-

jector face. These calculations are based on injector design data (number and

type of injection elements, element locations and orientation) and empirical

parameters which correlate a single injection element's spray mass flux distribu-

tion and mean droplet size with i_s design and operating parameters. Approxima-

tions are also made of propellant vaporization (burning) which occurs upstream of

the initial plane.

The LISP computer program is the key link between injector design parameters and

the combustion model prediction of performance. The approach is strictly empir-

ical and relies upon the availability of valid empirical spray distribution and

droplet size data for the individual injection elements being used. Those corre-

lations which now exist have all been derived from cold-flow experiments. While

no vis-a-vis comparisons have been obtained relating the cold-flow data to hot-

fire distributions, there is some indirect evidence that flowrate distributions

are adequately simulated by cold-flow testing and that the major source of error

is probably in defining spray droplet sizes.
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The output from LISP provides the necessary description of the two-phase flow

field for initializing the stream tube combustion program. This approach bypasses

analysis of the rapid combustion zone. For injectors with large thrust elements,

relatively few elements and/or very nonuniform spray mass distributions, this
omission may be seriously detrimental. A three-dimensional combustion computer

program (3D-C_MBUST),designed for analyzing this zone, has been developed
(Ref. ii). Originally projected to be utilized in the DERprogram, 3D-C_MBUST

was omitted from the combined system of computer programs because it had not yet

reached a developed, operational status whereby its results could be applied

automatically to STCand TDK calculations without prior evaluation of those re-
sults by an experienced analyst.

The assemblage of meshpoint flow parameters into stream tubes was done recog-

nizing the eventual necessity of mating with existing JANNAFreference nozzle

analysis programs. The JANNAFreference programs describe axisymmetric, two-

dimensional flow, i.e., parameters do not vary in the @-direction of an r,@,z-

cylindrical coordinate system. Therefore, the LISP meshpoint flows are combined/

averaged in the initial plane to initialize the_ows into a number of axisymmetric

stream tubes. Typically, there are an order of magnitude fewer stream tubes than

meshpoints. To avoid excessive degradation of transverse mixture ratio differ-

ences, the annular stream tube flows are obtained by a complicated breakdown into

a selected number of geometric zones, within each of which the meshpoint flows
are collected into stream tubes of like mixture ratio.

Spray combustion downstreamof the initial plane is analyzed by a stream tube com-

bustion (STC) computer program. Propellant flows (both sprays and gases) which

enter a given stream tube are thereafter constrained to flow in that tube, with-
out exchanges of mass, momentumor energy amongneighboring stream tubes. The

flow and combustion in each stream tube are analyzed by a one-dimensional formu-

lation, with local stream path as the independent variable. Stream path varia-
tions with r- and z-coordinates are accounted for in the nozzle. Solution is

obtained by numerical integration, marching in the z-direction from the initial

plane through the nozzle throat. The individual stream tubes' solutions in a

plane are coupled with one another through constraints on "area continuity" and

10



the radial pressure profile. Pressure is assumed to be constant across each z-

plane until, at some point in the nozzle convergent section, curvature due to

transonic flow effects is considered. Thereafter, rather than continuing to solve

for a pressure which satisfies area continuity, absolute pressures are imposed

upon the solution. These pressures are calculated by a transonic flow (TRANS)

computer program for a nearly-equivalent, constant flowrate, frozen, homogeneous
1

flow.

Three distinct versions of the DER computer program have been developed and de-

livered to JPL; each is described separately in the subsequent subsections,

distinguished from one another by delivery date; The two earliest versions of

DER contain a TDK subprogram block, adapted from the JANNAF Two-Dimensional

Kinetic reference computer program of Ref. 14. A supersonic, isobaric start line

is initialized from STC computed data in the neighborhood of the nozzle throat.

STC analysis does not provide gas species concentration data, so the equilibrium

section of TDK is used to solve for each stream tube's gas phase composition at

the TDK start line. The "long-form option" of TDK is used to continue the multi-

ple axisymmetric stream tube analysis through the supersonic expansion process.

The subsequent TDK solution is only slightly modified from that given in Ref. 14.

Residual unevaporated spray at the initial line is not analyzed further, but is

considered to be flowrate that is lost to the gaseous expansion analysis. It is

included as a loss in the calculation of specific impulse.

An improved version of TDK, designed to analyze multiple stream tube kinetic flow

through the entire nozzle, has been developed (Ref. 15). Rather than modify the

improved TDK for inclusion in DER, and then not be able to take advantage of

subsequent TDK improvements, the TDK subprogram block was removed from the third

version of DER. In its place, a new subprogram punches out appropriate STC com-

puter data in the NAMELIST format appropriate for subsequent input to the improved

TDK computer program.

I, The sum of the computed flow areas may then deviate from the true geometric

flow area. The fractional deviation of the minimum value of that sum (as

calculated at some z-plane in the nozzle) from the nozzle throat area then

is used to adjust the chamber pressure level for reiteration through all or

a portion of the preceding combustion analysis until the throat boundary

condition is satisfied, i.e., the deviation is satisfactorily small.
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The two earlier versions of DER conform to the structure illustrated in Fig. 2,

differing only in their methods for computing spray combustion rates in subpro-

gram block STC. The September 1970 version uses the evaporation coefficient {k')

method and is limited to application at subcritical conditions. The March 1971

version uses a droplet heating and diffusion evaporation/combustion model that

permits analyses at supercritical conditions.

The third version of DER, dated December 1971 supercedes the September 1970 version.

Its major differences from that earlier version are a LISP capability to analyze gas/

liquid injection, simplified LISP input data, deletion of subprogram block TDK, and

punch out of STC computed data in a form amenable to direct input to the improved

JANNAF reference TDK program.

The three delivered versions of the DER program are described in the following

three subsections. The approach taken is to describe the September 1970 version

fully and then to describe the modification invoked in deriving the other two

versions from it. This approach is used, even though the September 1970 version

is obsolete and has been superceded by the December 1971 version, because: (1)

it aids in documenting the contact as it was performed, (2) many of the program

features have remained unchanged, and (3) nearly all of the model evaluation com-

parisons between predicted and experimental performance were made with the September

1970 version.

12



LIQUID/LIQUID k' (SUBCRITICAL) VERSION (SEPTEMBER 1970)

N.B.: This version is no longer in use, but has been superceded by the December

1971 version.

Spray Formation: LISP Subprogram Block

The Liquid Injector Spray Pattern (LISP) computer subprogram block analyzes the

propellant spray distributions produced by the injector. Using injection ele-

ment design, location, and orientation data, and using empirical correlations

for elemental mass flux profiles, mean droplet sizes, and spray vaporization,

LISP calculates spray and combustion gas mass fluxes, spray velocity vectors,

and mean droplet diameters at a large number of mesh points in one or more

"collection planes" at specified distance(s) downstream of the propellant

injector. Up to a total of 50 individual injection elements can be considered

and each may be entirely different from the others in type, design, and/or

flow characteristics. As many as 400 combustion zone mesh points can be

prescribed.

A simplified flow chart for LISP is shown in Fig. 3.

Mesh System and Injection Elements. LISP is formulated in cylindrical coordinates

(r,O,z) for analyzing hollow, axisymmetric combustors. Propellant spray para-

meters are calculated at discrete mesh points (I _ j _ NMESH) with coordinates

rj, Oj,z O, where zO denotes the collection plane. The program is designed to

take advantage of radial planes of symmetry and no-flux surfaces to reduce both

the amount of input required and the computer run times. Typically, the mesh

system is set up to analyze only a pie-slice shaped sector of the injector and

chamber flow.

Consider, for example, the injector sketched in Fig. 4o which has 36 unlike

doublet elements. The injector pattern consists of the repeating set of elements

contained between rays 0A and OB. Careful examination shows that line COD re-

presents a plane of symmetry. Rays OA and OC, therefore, define boundaries of

symmetry across which there should be no gradients and, thus, they bound an

appropriate sector for LISP analysis.

13
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Figure 3. LISP Subprogram Flow Chart
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While there is no net flux through planes which are normal to the injector and

pass through rays OAand OC, the flow from an individual element is obviously

not constrained from flowing through these surfaces. For this reason, LISP

must either "reflect" propellant fluxes from planes of symmetry or enough elements

must be defined outside of these surfaces to provide inflow equivalent to the

outflow. In the example injector of Fig. 4, specification of all elements

within the dashed line surrounding AOC would be appropriate, although LISP also

contains options for mirror-image or repeating-image "reflection" of fluxes if

only elements within the sector under analysis are defined.

The transverse spray velocity components from some elements may result in spray

impacting the combustion chamber wall or other solid surface, such as baffles

installed on the injector for combustion stabilization. By proper selection of

LISP input variables, such impingement upstream of z 0 on the chamber wall and/or

radial baffles may be accumulated as abnormally high spray fluxes at surface mesh

points. Both this accumulation at solid surfaces and the spray "reflections" at

surfaces of symmetry are accomplished by defining mesh points outside of the

sector under analysis and folding the calculated flows at those exterior mesh

points into the appropriate surface or interior mesh points.

Considerably more details about selecting a sector for analysis, selecting the

elements to define, and setting up a mesh system have been given in earlier

documents concerning the LISP computer program (Ref. Ii and 16). The version of

LISP employed in this version of DER is that of Ref. II.

Mesh Point Fluxes. It is assumed that the propellant spray fluxes at each mesh

point in plane z0 are the linear sums of the fluxes produced by the individual

injection elements. That is:

and

NEL-
s,, t,,

Wf (r,O,z) = _ wfi (r,O,z)
i--1

NEL
A

w° (r,0,z) = (r,e,z)
i----!
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This assumption is justified if: (i) the individual injector elements have re-

producible and predictable spray flux patterns which have been (or can be)

measured and correlated; and, (2) individual elements' spray patterns are not

altered grossly, between their injection sites and the plane zO, by collisions

between sprays from neighboring elements.

Concerning the first of these conditions, Rupe (Ref. 17) has observed experi-

mentally that very reproducible sprays can be produced if quite long (L/D > SO)

injection orifices are used. By roughening the orifices to force earlier attain-

ment of fully developed turbulent jet velocity profiles in a shorter length,

Rupe also obtained good spray flux reproducibility with L/D m 20. For elements

having even shorter orifices, the reproducibility becomes somewhat poorer, but

a substantial body of short orifice data has been satisfactorily correlated

(Ref. IS). The method of correlation is discussed briefly in the next subsection.

The degree to which sprays from typical impinging-jet rocket injection elements

conform to the second condition was discussed in Ref. Ii. A propellant droplet

from one injection element was estimated to have a mean free path in excess of

1 inch through the dense part of a neighboring element's spray. It was concluded

that, while collisions and interactions occur, their effects will usually not

be strong enough to invalidate the linear superposition assumption.

Elemental Flux Distributions. The mass flux distributions wfi and Woi' for the

individual element have been derived from measured single-element spray flux

distributions determined in cold-flow experiments. Single-element flux patterns

were fitted to the generalized expression:

(x,y, z) = --2-z it

2 2

+ + C Y
C4 (x) ] [I cb(Y)+ 6(z-) ] 1e

2

(33
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which is applied separately to each propellant from an element. The (x,y,z)

coordinate system in Eq. 3 is referenced to the element's impingement point

from which its spray is presumed to emanate, while the fluxes required in

Eq. 1 and 2 must be referenced to the chamber's cylindrical coordinates. The

necessary transformations are performed internally by LISP.

The coefficients a, b, QO01' and C1 through C6 are evaluated empirically by

means of the cold-flow simulation test data. Briefly, the correlation method

consists of:

, Simplifying Eq. 3 to apply to a specific element type. This usually

involves applying symmetry and continuity conditions to identify

coefficients which must vanish or are functionally related to other

coefficients.

1

,

,

Integrating the simplified elemental flux equation, and appropriate

x and y moments of it, along the x and y axes or over the entire x,

y-plane 1

Performing the equivalant summations (numerical integrations) on the

cold-flow distribution data to obtain empirical values of the integrals

Equating the appropriate expressions from (2) and (3) to form a system

of algegraic equations in the unknown distribution correlation

coefficients

l,

5. Solving that set of equations (and, perhaps, starting over with a

different set of integrals when a pathological case is encountered)

6. Repeating steps (1) through (5) for several different tests, with

element design and operating conditions-varied, and correlating the

The form of Eq. 3 was selected because it satisfies continuity, predicts the

observed inverse square relationship between mass flux and distance downstream

of the impingement point, and because it is integrable over intervals like

0 < x _ _, -_y<_, etc.

18



correlation coefficient values to the parameters varied, (typically,

varied parameters are orifice diameters, impingement angles, and

impinging stream momentum ratios.)

Q Coding a subroutine for the element type so that the foregoing corre-

lation and a method for extracting correlation coefficients from it

become part of the LISP subprogram block.

More detailed information on this process, example calculations, and the currently

available correlations may be found in Ref. 18 and 19, although the version of

LISP being discussed here is limited to the correlations given in Ref. 11.

(Those correlations that are provided in the December 1971 version of LISP are

detailed in Ref. 19, a catalog of correlation coefficients which was assembled

under the contract reported herein. A summarization of the catalog is given

on page ,)

This version of LISP is strictly for analyzing liquid/liquid propellant injection.

It considers an injector to be made up of one or more of the following element types:

Type 1--Unlike Doublets

Type 2--Like Doublet (single)

Type 3--Like Doublet (pairs)

Type 4--Triplets

Type S--Pentads or 4-on-1 Elements

Type 6--No Logic Provided

Type 7--Showerhead (but, no correlations exist)

Type 8--Special callout by general spray flux equation

Type 9--Special callout by subprogram

LISP Contains subroutines which provide spray flux distribution correlation coeffi-

cients for the first five element types. The flux from each element is analyzed by

LISP in terms of its own rectangular coordinate system and then transformed to the

chamber's cylindrical coordinates for calculating the element's contribution to

mesh point fluxes. Basic element coordinate systems, along with certain element

design parameters required as LISP input data, are illustrated in Fig. 5. For sin-

gle impinging stream elements, their origins lie at the geometric impingement point

whereas, for a like-doublet pair element, the origin is assigned a central position

on the injector face. Element orientations on the injector face which differ from

19
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these basic coordinate specifications are obtained by making one or more successive

angular rotations about specific element coordinate axes.

Elements designated with a Type 8 callout are treated by LISP as if they were un-

like doublets, but the user must supply the correlation coefficients for Eq. 3 as

input data. This feature permits having cold-flow characterization made of the

single element (or elements) to be incorporated into a prospective injector and

then employing the correlated spray coefficients _from the specific cold-flow ex-

periment in LISP; it is useful for situations where spray coefficients have not

been determined previously for the intended elements, and it also permits account-

ing for factors such as short L/D orifices and manifold cross-flows in LISP calcu-

lations by incorporating the effects in single element cold-flow experiments.

The Type 9 callout is intended to be used for element designs whose mass flux

profiles cannot be fitted by the general correlation equation. In that event,

the user is expected to modify LISP to call a subroutine (which the user will

have formulated and programmed) specifying the mass flux distribution for the

particular element.

Element Injection Rates. LISP calculates injection rates for both propellants

flowing through each element by means of a standard orifice equation:

CD. Ai 42gc (4)1
i

Injection velocities are then calculated from a simple one-dimensional continuity

equation:

ui = _i / (PAi) (4a)

Element Spray Droplet Sizes. A very essential part of the combustion field

initialization performed by LISP is the assignment of propellant droplet size

distributions. In the DER computer program, LISP computations are concerned
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m

only with a mass median diameter (D) for each propellant's spray. Later, during

STC program block initialization of stream tubes, the sprays are distributed into

a discrete number of droplet size groups. The magnitudes of the D's frequently

have a direct, strong influence on the steady-state propellant combustion effi-

ciency computed by DER. Thus, the correlations used for deriving droplet diameters

may be the single most important factor in determining combustor performance and

an effort should be made to ensure that the most realistic values of D are supplied

to LISP.

If an injector element is specified as being any one of Type 1 through Type 5,

LISP will calculate a mass median drop diameterfor the propellant of each ori-

fice of the element. These calculations for Type I, 4,and 5 elements are based

upon the correlations of Dickerson et al. (Ref. 20) derived from hot wax experi-

ments. Constants in the correlations have been modified to give characteristic

diameters which make calculated c* efficiencies compatible with measured results

for three injectors tested, analyzed, and reported in Ref. II. With elements of

Type 2 and 3, the mean drop diameters are based on the empirical correlation of

Falk, et al. (Ref. 21), modified to make c* efficiencies calculated by the STC

computer program correlate with experimental data from that report (Ref. 13).

Alternatively, the LISP user may assign his own estimation of drop diameter to

the flow from each orifice of a given element. For elements defined as Type 8

or 9, the user always supplies his estimation of a characteristic drop size. The

appropriate mean droplet diameter is the mass median diameter.

Mesh Point Droplet Sizes and Velocities. Mass-flux-weighted average values of

spray mass median droplet diameters and spray velocity vector components are cal-

culated at each mesh point using the appropriate values for spray arriving from

each individual element which contributes to the mesh point. For example:

NEL

i=l

De (r,O,z 0) : N_ L (5a)wfi (r,O,z O)

i=l
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NEL

Woi (r'@'z0)Uzoi (r'@'z0)

i=l
u (r 0,z0) = (5b)

zo ' NEL

_Woi (r'O' z0)

i=l

Spray Gasification. Partial propellant evaporation upstream of z0 is calculated

by a simplified, integrated evaporation expression

I Ck ' &zI 3/2
i_'(r,0,z0) = ¢x(r,0,z0) 1 (6)

32Ud

where _' is the liquid spray flux actually arriving at the point (r,@,z0). The

coefficient Ck, is related to the evaporation coefficient k' used in the subse-

quent spray combustion analysis. However, because the liquid sprays are not fully

atomized over the entire Az distance, values of Ck,, including a convective Nusselt

number, are usually assumed to be only about i/5 to i/4 of the stagnant values of

k' The propellant vapors said to be generated by this calculation are summed

over all mesh points to yield a single overall vapor flowrate for each propellant.

Use of such a simplified evaporation expression is, to some extent, justified by

the relatively small percentage of evaporation in the spray formation zone.

LisP Data Output. Data computed by LISP are output in three forms: (I) tabular

computer printout, (2) computer-plotted CRT graphs, and (3) a scratch unit record

of data to be transferred to the STC subprogram block.
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After listing all of the input data and a table of injection elements, the tabu I

far printout is concerned exclusively with collection plane data. The injection

element table lists the coordinates, calculated injection flowrates, and initial

propellant median drop diameters for all injection elements included in the analy-
sis. The bulk of the printout consists of two tables of meshpoint data. The

first of these lists computedmeshpoint parameters as if there were no spray

vaporization, while the second lists the spray mass fluxes and median droplet

diameters reduced by vaporization. Finally, if CRTplots of propellant mass flux

are generated by LISP, there are rather extensive tables of data detailing the

completion of a full circle by repetition of a pie-slice.

Oneor more of four types of computer-generated data plots maybe called for by

input option. Twoof these are illustrated in Fig. 6. The first shows a cross-

sectional graph of the meshsystem analyzed and the location of each injection

element (Fig. 6a). The second illustrates propellant mass flux distributions by

meansof contour lines (Fig. 6b). Not illustrated, but related to the contour

plots, are shade plots wherein the density of shading is related to local propel-
lant mass flux. Also not illustrated are graphs of fuei and oxidizer mass flux

around the chamber slice at specified values of chamberradius.

Spray Combustion: STC Subprogram Block

The Stream Tube Combustion [STC) computer subprogram block analyzes bipropellant

liquid spray combustion from the LISP collection plane Zo, where it is initialized,

through the nozzle throat. Selected data computed by LISP are transferred (via

scratch data unit) to the STC subprogram block. There, by one of two alternate

methods, several mesh points' propellant fluxes and flow areas are combined to

form one of the stream tube flows to be analyzed by STC. Model solutions for spray

gasification and combustion are obtained numerically for several systems (one for

each stream tube) of simultaneous ordinary differential and algebraic equations

by starting from known conditions at the LISP collection plane and marching down-

stream in small axial steps.

Input to the STC computer program consists of chamber wall profile, propellant

properties, combustion gas properties, and either CI) initial-plane gaseous
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flowrate and mixture ratio and spray flowrates, velocities, and droplet diameters

for all spray size-groups entering each stream tube or (2) data from LISP from

which these variables can be calculated. Up to 40 stream tubes can be initialized

with as many as 12 spray size-groups (fuel and oxidizer combined) per stream tube.

For most cases, using from I0 to iS stream tubes will probably be nearly as accu-

rate as using the full 40 permissible. On the other hand, it is recommended that

not fewer than five spray size groups be specified for describing a liquid spray's

size distribution. A special provision has been made, however, for Calculating

the spray burning rate if only one size group is specified for either propellant

(Ref. page 83).

Stream Tube Initialization from LISP Data. Data transferred to STC from LISP are:

propellant spray mass fluxes, mean droplet velocities and mass median diameters at

each mesh point; mesh point coordinates% and total initial plane flow and how much

of it is gasified for each propellant. At this point, the gas mixture ratio is

considered to be uniform Cconstant) across the r,@,z 0 plane. Axisymmetric stream

tube flows may be initialized from these data by means of the following options:

I , All mesh points along each circle (r = constant) of LISP's mesh points

are combined into one stream tube. Gasified propellants are retained

as transferred from LISP, with uniform mass flux and uniform mixture

ratio. This initialization method may be appropriate for injectors

that form essentially axisymmetric flows, l_hen applied to injectors

which produce angular gradients in local propellant mixture ratio, how-

ever, it can effect substantial mixture ratio averaging and result in

overcalculation of combustion efficiency.

, Stream tubes are formed by combining mesh points of similar mixture

ratio within specified annular zones. First, however, the gasified

propellants are redistributed to provide a nearly uniform gas mass flux

profile, but a mixture ratio distribution similar to the spray mixture

ratio distribution. The gas mass fluxes are initially approximated as

being uniform:

A° °

• (7)

gij = (Wgf + _go ) _Aij

i,j ............" .......................................
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Then the gas mixture ratio at each meshpoint is said to be equal to the

spray mixture ratio there:

Wo.

C, , = 1,j (8)

Ij
i.')

In general, however, these two assumptions will not be compatible with con-

servation of propellant species flowrates, e.g.:

gij
_/gf / _. 1 + C.. (9)

IJ
ij

Therefore, the fuel and oxidizer contributions to each mesh point's gas

flow are scaled separately to preserve species continuity:

° ]ijf _ Wgf
g ij i + cij * {i0)

gij
ij 1 +c..

1j

_ gij Wg° l {11)

goij 1 + cij _ CijWgij

These definitions complete the specification of propellant flows at each

mesh point.

Following distribution of the gases among the mesh points, a wall boundary

layer stream tube is established by combining all the mesh points at the wall.
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If that stream tube does not contain more than one-twelfth of the total flow,

the next inward circle of meshpoints will also be combined into it, etc.,

until it does. Then the remaining LISP circles of meshpoints are divided

into a specified few (2 to 4, perhaps) circular or annular zones having

roughly equal propellant flowrates.

Within each of these zones, the meshpoint flows are accumulated into stream

tubes according to their total propellant mixture ratios, rather than posi-

tions, the number of stream tubes per zone is specified and they are assigned

roughly equal propellant flowrates. The lowest mixture ratio meshpoints
are combined into the first stream tube until its fraction of the zonal flow

rate is reached, the next lowest mixture ratio meshpoints are assigned to

the second stream tube, etc. Finally, the resultant stream tubes are arbi-

trarily assigned radial positions within their respective zones, with the

fuel-rich stream tubes lying inside of the oxidizer-rich ones.

This method preserves the angular averaging objected to before only atthe

wall and is accepted for a fraction of the flow to get a wall-bounding
stream tube that is characteristic of the meanwall mixture ratio. For the

remainder of the flow, the nonphysical combining of meshpoints on the basis

of mixture ratio has been found to effect only modest changes in calculated

mixing efficiencies from those based on the full LISP distributions.

System of Equations. The system of equations for the ithstream tube is:

Gas Phase. The gas phase equations are as follows:

Continuity:

d
(  .u.A

I i sil
([12)
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_mentum:

d-_ (DiUi AS'l) = As i gc s j,n

I

X °j,n

Adiabatic Energy Equation:

T. = T 1
i oi 2

Ol

where equilibrium stagnation gas properties

Toi = To(Ci)' Yi = Y(ci)' and Mwi = Mw(Ci)

(14)

are tabulated and

1/2

Yi Ru Toi gc]aoi = M - (lS)
Wl

This corresponds to frozen expansion to local conditions from stagnation equil-

ibrium. These combustion gas properties are obtained from separate calculation

of equilibrium chamber stagnation conditions for several mixture ratios and the

nominal stagnation chamber pressure for a particular case being analyzed. They

are also relatively weak functions of chamber pressure, but this dependence is

neglected. Frozen specific heat ratios, y, are used.

The local stream tube gas mixture ratio is obtained simply by integrating the

evaporation rates to get gasified flowrates:

wji(z) = wji(Zo) + fz All (_jn)idz
n

Z=Z 0

(16)

r •
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Mixture Ratio:

State:

C°

1

Pi

(z)
oi

wfi (z)

p M .
Wl

R T.
U 1

(17)

(18)

-. Spray Phase (n th droplet size group of j

equations are as follows:

th
propellant). The spray phase

Mass Continuity:

d[ o jd-_ (Pdjn)i (Udj)i As =- Asi,[_.n_31i (19)

Drop Number Continuity:

d-_ Ndj i . =
1

_ (20)

or, equivalently,

Momentum:

• n = N n nG )_ (aj)_(uaj)_% = constant

2
g D n =[(d_)i_Udn)iA] Asib(F_n)ids j s i - (mjn) i (udjn)i](21)

The independent variable in these one-dimensional flow equations is the stream

tube path length or flow direction, si. This variable is related to the stream

tube's cylindrical (r,z) coordinates through the differential expression
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ds. -- (dz 2 dri2 )1/21 i + (22)

i

where r. is the stream tube's mean radius. For numerical stability in the solu-
i

tion, however, approximations are used that dsi = dz where the chamber wall is

parallel to the axis and that

i 2 2 1/2 }

ds. -- dz [_-i .+ !zI.'Z) ] (23)

1 i i_z [

in the nozzle. The basis for Eq. 23 may be seen by examining Fig. 7.

In this formulation, Asi appears as a dependent variable for which a solution

is to be found. The gas phase equations are constrained, however, in terms of

z-plane area:

_. Az. (z) = Ac (z)
i 1

Therefore, the foregoing equations were modified for the computer program to

permit direct solution for Az. by substituting:
1

dz
As. = A --z. ds

1 1

and neglecting the stream path curvature, i.e.:
d2z

_ 0,

ds 2

The sets of gas and liquid phase equations are coupled through mass and momentum

exchange between phases. For droplet gasification, the simple evaporation coef-

ficient model is utilized:

Nn( )o jnn n= .I- _- Dj Nuj n k' (24)
sj
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Figure 7. Schematic Illustration of Variables Denoting
Local Conical Convergence of Stream Tubes

where the evaporation coefficient is

and

k P

n = 8 fT kg --dT

_J °_jnJ rd _H ÷ f :d% aTV

Y

t

(2S)

Nun
= 2 + 0.53 Re. n3 J

Drag forces on spray droplets are expressed by

F-. n 7/ n n II •o oj (u oon) I
Ji 8g c Ndj i CDj j 3

(26)

(27)
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with th_ drag coefficient specified as

-0.84

CD. n = 24 _//Rejn_ ; Re.n _<80 (28)
j J

0.217

= 0.271 (Rej n) " RenJ" >80

Performance Parameters. Two separate parameters are calculated which are indica-

tive of the overall degree of propellant mixing. These are calculated once in

LISP, based on the flowrates associated with the LISP mesh points, and once in

STC, based on the initial flowrates supplied to the stream tubes. One parameter

is Em, a mixing efficiency factor due to Rupe (Ref. 17) which expresses a mass-

weighted average approach of local oxidizer mass fractions to the overall injected

mass fraction:

Em = 100 - -- (R-ri) (29)

i=l WR W(R-1)i-1

where:

n = number of samples with R >r

n = number of samples with R < r

= local propellant flowrate, lbm/sec

=total propellant flowrate, lbm/sec

r, r = local oxidizer mass fractions, 6o/6

R = injection oxidizer mass fraction, Wo/W

The second parameter is a mixing c* efficiency, nc,,mix, which represents the

maximum attainable c* efficiency corresponding to complete propellant gasification:
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n+n

c* (ci)_ i

i=l

C*,mix

c* (Cin j )W

(30)

• (_o/Wf), is local mixture ratiowhere Cln j is the injection mixture ratio c i

(_oi/Wfi) and wi' _' n and _have the same meanings as above. Theoretical char-

acteristic velocity is tabulated as a function of mixture ratio.

During STC's multiple stream tube analysis, a single value of c* efficiency is

calculated from the n t stream tubes' data at the throat plane:

nt

_" c*(c )_
i=l gi gi

nc. = c. (Cinj) _ (31)

Note the distinction between Eq. 30 and 31; local gasified propellant mixture

ratios and flowrates are used in Eq. 31 rather than local total mixture ratios

and flowrates, as in Eq. 30.

Method of Solution. The numerical integration scheme used to solve each stream

tube's system of equations is the simplest first-order Runge-Kutta (or Euler)

method. Selected for its simplicity, minimal data storage requirements, low

execution times, and numerical stability, this method's accuracy is strongly

dependent upon using sufficiently small step sizes. This limitation is reduced

in importance by using backwards differencing in writing finite-difference equa-

tions and by solving the equations twice, using predicted values from the first,

or predictor, solution as input data for a second, corrector, solution.
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The STC program is first run in a single stream tube mode, i.e., a one-dimensional

subsonic combustion analysis is made for the entire chamber using appropriate

sums and averages of initial stream tube variables. This is done for two reasons:

(i) to verify consistency of input data (initial-plane pressure is adjusted until

the one-dimensional throat velocity is within a small tolerance of the calculated

throat sound speed), and (2) to provide a mean adiabatic expansion coefficient,y,

for combustion gas flow inthe convergen t part of the exhaust nozzle.

The latter coefficient is given by:

v--( -
In

(32)

where the subscript I refers to the beginning of nozzle convergence_ the varia-

bles p* and p* are at sonic conditions and the over-bars refer to the one-

dimensional flow analysis. It is used by the TR_NS computer program (described

in the next subsection) to calculate the coordinates of constant pressure sur-

faces (isobars) for transonic flow in the nozzle. TRANS isobars are generated

and transferred to STC in nondimensional terms, so their use in STC requires

knowledge of the nozzle throat radius, R T (an input parameter), and sonic flow

pressure, p*_ An approximate value of p* is estimated from the nozzle throat

plane pressure of the preceding averaged, single stream tube analysis:

p* = _* p(ZO)/_- (z O)

Following STC single stream analysis and TRANS analysis, the initial plane is

reinitialized with its original input flowrates and is run in a multiple stream

tube mode. This analysis is the source of steady-state combustion and perform-

ance data, some of which are used in the later TDK analysis.
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One of the variables solved for is chamberpressure in each z-plane. Somewhere

in the nozzle, the solution method is changed so that, rather than solving for

pressure, absolute pressures are imposed upon the flow. These are obtained by

multiplying the reduced pressures, p/p*, of the TRANSisobars by p*. The furth-

est upstream TRANSisobar may be planar or curved, depending upon the radius

ratio of the nozzle and the shape of its convergent section. If it is curved, it

is desirable to introduce a gradual transition from planar isobars to that first
curved isobar which the solution encounters. Als0, a gradual transition is de-

sirable to smooth out any discontinuity in pressure levels between those solved

for upstream and those imposed downstreamof the transition. The gradual transi-

tion is provided by stopping the solution for pressure level at a position that
is upstream of the nozzle throat by i._ times the axial distance that the

furthest-upstream TRANSisobar intersects the nozzle wall, and using linear inter-
polation to obtain absolute pressure for the transition interval.

The imposition of absolute pressures overprescribes the problem and the solution

then provides absolute values of stream tube areas which mayor may not sum to

the local nozzle flow area. Area continuity can only be satisfied by finding the

appropriate combination of propellant flowrates and pressure level (p*). This is

accomplished only for the minimumflow area (irrespective of whether it is pre-

cisely at the throat position) by comparing it with the geometric throat area.

The areas must agree within some input tolerance, along with compatibility of

engine balance variables, to satisfy the throat boundary conditions. Otherwise,

the multiple stream tube analysis is reperformed with adjusted values of initial

plane pressure. _en the deviations are only slightly too large, computer time

is saved by redoing only the nozzle analysis.

STC Data Output. Data computed by STC are als0 output in the same three forms as

are LISP output data, viz., tabular computer printout, a computer-plotted CRT

graph, and a scratch unit record of data to be transferred to the TDK subprogram

block. Additionally, stream tube initialization data and TDK start-line data may

be output in punched-card form.
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Unlike LISP's printout, the tabular printout generated by STCis predominantly

intermediate data, printed out as the analysis proceeds along the combustor

length, rather than end-product data to be used by another program. The printout
begins with a listing of input data. This is followed by stream tube initializa-

tion data (which may also be punched-out) and other information pertinent to

beginning the combustion analysis. The printout progresses, in turn, through the

single (averaged) stream tube, transonic flow, and multiple stream tube analyses,

including iterations as they occur, and is completed by printing values of varia-

bles prepared (and punched-out) for initializing the TDKstart line.

Samples of STCprintout are shownin Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 illustrates the

throat station printout of the single stream tube analysis while Table 2 is a con-

traction of the throat station printout of the multiple stream tube analysis. The

general format, in each case, gives essentially complete local data for the chamber

geometry, combustion gas properties, and, finally, individual spray size groups.

In the single stream tube case, the printout includes the volume number mean drop-

let diameter (D30) for each propellant. Note that in the multiple stream tube

case, combustion gas velocities and Mach numbers increase with increasing radial

distance from the nozzle axis, reflecting the radial pressure distribution imposed

upon the nozzle.

One computer-plotted CRT graph is generated from data computed during STC's

multiple stream tube analysis (Fig. 8). An axial cross section of the axisymmetric

combustion chamber is plotted along with the coordinates of the dividing stream

lines between stream tubes, beginning at the ST( initial plane and continuing

through the nozzle throat.
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TABLE i. EXAMPLE OF DATA PRINTED OUT DURING SINGLE-STREAM TUBE ANALYSIS
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Figure 8. Example of Computer-Plotted Dividing Stream

Lines From STC Program Block
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TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF DATA PRINTED OUT DURING

MULTIPLE STREAM TUBE ANALYSIS
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Transonic Nozzle Flow: TRANS Subprogram Block

A transonic flow analysis section was adapted from the reference TDK computer pro-

gram (Ref. 14), as modified (Ref. 22) to utilize an elliptic coordinate trans-

formation solution method (Ref. 23). This section was removed from the TDK pro-

gram and modified so that it would generate a family of isobaric lines throughout

the transonic flow regime and provide a computer-plotted graph of that family.

The necessary input data are obtained from the averaged, single stream tube solu-

tion of STC, so this TRiLNS subprogram block gives a homogeneous flow solution.

For homogeneous flow, TR_NS solutions are stable with radius ratios as small as

s18.

As input data, TRANS needs values only of the nozzle throat radius, RR, and a

mean expansion coefficient, _. Isobaric coordinates are calculated in terms of

axial distance, X, from the throat plane and radial distance, R, from the nozzle

axis; both dimensions are normalized to the throat radius. Multiple isobars are

generated , one at a time, by starting downstream of the throat and marching up-

stream with equal intervals, A_, in the angle between the nozzle axis and a line

tangent to the nozzle wall at the isobar/wall intersection point. The program is

structured such that that intersection point for the fifth isobar is at the throat;

this isobar later becomes the TDK start line. Four isobar/wall intersection points

lie downstream of the throat (_>0) and the remainder lie upstream of the throat

(_<0). The angular interval between isobars is given by:

(33)

Generation of isobars continues until either (i) there are 20 of them or (2) an

isobar exhibits significant reverse, or upstream curvature. In the latter case,

that last upstream-curving isobar is replaced'with a planar surface.
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The TRANSprogram also calculates a nozzle discharge coefficient using the third

order equation given in Ref. 23:

CND = i
_'+===_I l==.l_l_ (8_'- 27)

(I+RR) 2 L96 2304(1÷RR)

÷ (754 _,2 _ 757 _" + 3633)

276,408 (I+RR) 2

(34)

TRANS Data Output. The transonic flow analysis is performed by TRANS between the

single and multiple stream tube combustion analyses of STC. Data computed by

TRANS are used exclusively by STC, to which they are transformed by label C0_N

blocks. The isobaric pressures, Mach numbers, coordinates, and local flow direc-

tions are also printed out and the isobaric coordinates form the bases of a

computer-plotted CRT graph.

Two computer-plotted examples from TRANS analyses are shown in Fig. 9, wherei

the nozzle axis is at the bottom (R/RT = 0); flow direction is from left to right;

a portion of the nozzle wall, defined by -30 ° < wall angle < + 8°, is shown as

the upper curve; isobars are generated from right to left at nozzle wall angle

intervals of 2.00 ° (Eq. 33 was not used in these runs). The monotonic downstream

curvature of the constant pressure surfaces is apparent, as is its accentuation

by lowering the nozzle radius ratio. Included on the figure are tables which

list the pressure ratio, p/p*, and Mach number for each isobar.

Supersonic Nozzle Expansion: TDK Subprogram Block

The TDK subprogram block of DER is a shortened and somewhat modified version of

the ICRPG reference Two-Dimensional Kinetic computer program of Ref. 14. That

program computes the expansion, through a rocket exhaust nozzle, of a kinetically

limited, reacting gas flow. The flow may be axisymmetrically striated. However,

if the analysis begins from subsonic initial conditions, the flow striations are

restricted to two zones. In that case, TDK solves for the equilibrium conditions

and compositions at the initial plane and performs one-dimensional kinetic (0DK)
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expansions through the nozzle throat for each of these zones, independently. _le

_DK data are combined, through a two-zone transonic flow solution, to initialize

a slightly supersonic "start line" for TDK's principal analysis: a method-of-

characteristics solution for the supersonic noz½1e expansion.

Flows characterized by more complicated radial mixture ratio distributions than a

simple two:zone structure can also be analyzed by TDK. In that case, tile analysis

is restricted to the supersonic flow and is initialized by the user at the slightly

supersonic start line.* In this "long-form-option", the flow is divided into a

number (<24) of discrete zones and complete flow initialization data, including

chemical composition, are provided for each zone.

The approach taken in adapting TDK to DER usage was to utilize the long-form

option, initializing the supersonic start line from STC-computed data, to the

extent possible, supplementing it with other read-in data and TDK computations as

required. In essence, the supplemental data describe the nozzle contour and pro-

vide program controls, and the equilibrium section of TDK initializes stream tube

chemical compositions at the start line,

Initialization from STC Data. Coordinates and flow direction at 40 points along

the isobaric TDK initial line, computed by TRANS, are transferred to TDK. In the

STC analysis, the intersections of dividing-stream-lines (between neighboring

stream tubes) with the TDK initial line are found and their coordinates are trans-

ferred to TDK. Also transferred to TDK are the gas mixture ratio and velocity

at each stream tube's intersection with the initial line. The initial-line pres-

sure and a mean vaporization efficiency complete the specification of data from

STC.

The composition of each stream tube's combustion gases must be specified at the

initial line. The simplified tabular specification of stagnation combustion pro-

duct properties as functions of mixture ratio, which is used in STC, essentially

*This restriction has been removed in an improved version of TDK (Ref. 15).
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provides local isentropic frozen expansion from stagnation equilibrium. Species

concentrations are not included in that specification because they are not needed

for STC computations. Therefore, the equilibrium analysis section of TDK is used

to obtain static equilibrium initial line conditions for each stream tube, based

on the specified mixture ratio, flow velocity, and pressure. In addition to gas

composition, the molecular weight, temperature, and density are derived from the

Tequilibrium solution. Thus, these flow parameters may be discontinuous at the

initial line because of the abrupt change from STC's frozen expansion of local

stagnation equilibrium to TDK's static equilibrium conditions.

TDK Program Modifications. A large part of the reference TDK program is identical

to the reference one-dimensional kinetfc (_DK) computer program. That section of

TDK has been modified for DER program usage by:

,

,

Solving for equilibrium conditions only at the initial-line position in

the flow, rather than at chamber stagnation, throat position, and an

expansion point (this avoids generation of unneeded data).

Performing that initial line equilibrium solution repetitively, once

for each stream tube.

3. Bypassing the one-dimensional kinetic nozzle flow analysis.

The transonic flow analysis section of the reference TDK program has been replaced

completely. Transonic flow is no longer analyzed here; the functions now per-

formed by this section are distribution of 49 discrete initial-line points among

the stream tubes and assignment of appropriate flow properties to those points.

Two points, having identical coordinates, but different properties, are required

to define each dividing stream line between stream tubes. This limits to 24 the

number of stream tubes which can be initialized. If there are nt stream tubes,

there are 49-2n t extra points which are assigned as interior points of the widest

stream tubes. The foregoing equilibrium flow properties for each stream tube are

then assigned to all initial line points associated with that stream tube.

J
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The section of TDK which calculates the supersonic, kinetic expansion in the nozzle

downstream of the initial line has been modified to account for the reduction in

specific impulse due to incomplete combustion, i.e., unevaporated propellants

passing through the nozzle throat. In the reference program, specific impulse

is calculated at any given point in the solution by dividing a local integrated

value of thrust by the total gaseous flowrate, obtained by integrating pu over

the initial line. In the modified version, that total gaseous flowrate has been

replaced by a total propellant flowrate.

No account is taken of continued evaporation or acceleration that unevaporated

propellant sprays might undergo in the supersonic nozzle expansion section.

Neither is their momentum added to the initial line impulse; this omission was

made consciously, in the belief that it responded to a JANNAF subcommittee dis-

cussion concerning the likelihood that the calculated gas-phase momentum would be

too high because the residual spray's kinetic energy had not been deducted from

the total combustion gas energy. (A subsequent order of magnitude analysis has

indicated that the kinetic energy effect is small compared to the neglected

momentum effect and, therefore, that this omission is invalid and should be

corrected.)

If condensed species are found to exist at any point along the TDK initial line,

the reference TDK computer program terminates the analysis and does not perform

the supersonic expansion calculations. Because one or more stream tubes may be

at mixture ratios which produce some condensed combustion products, the DER ver-

sion of TDK was modified to bypass this termination control. The mass of the

condensed species is neglected and the mass fractions of the attendant gaseous

species are normalized so that their sum is unity.

TDK Data Output. Extensive tables of TDK data are printed out. A series of

tables, one for each stream tube, details the results of the start-line equilibruim

computations. The flow properties at each start-line point are tabulated, as are

the coordinates of a series of points along the nozzle wall. The major data

printout is a massive table of calculated combustion gas chemical composition and

physical properties along selected left-running characteristics in TDK's method of
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characteristics solution. To illustrate the physical nature of this TDKoutput,

coordinates of the start line, dividing stream lines and left-running character-

istics for an eight stream tube flow are shownin Fig. 10.

Performance data are also printed in this last TDKprintout table. Whena left-

running characteristic intersects the nozzle wall, values of specific impulse
and thrust coefficient are printed for that local expansion ratio.

TDKwill also punch out a table of data concerning the flow along the nozzle wall,_
by input option, for subsequent input data to the reference TBL computer program,

which calculates wall boundary layer losses. However, the STCsubprogram block

does not punch out similar data for the flow upstream of the nozzle throat, nor
has a logical structure been provided for recomputing nozzle performance with the

DERversion of TDKwith inputs modified to reflect the TBL results. Exercizing

this option is not recommended.

Evaluation of Model Validity

This version of DER was developed and evaluated using design and operating con-

ditions corresponding to engine firing tests reported in Ref. 21 using FLOX

(80% F2 - 204 O2)/LPG(55% CH4 - 45% C2115) propellants. A large number of varia-

tions were made in injector design, chamber design, and operating conditions, and,

as a result, a fairly wide range of nc, was experienced, producing ideal data for

evaluating a performance model.

One set of test conditions was selected as a nominal checkout case, and adjustable

parameters in the DER computer program input were varied to force predicted _c*

to agree with that measured experimentally. In this particular case, an 8.06-

inch-diameter, 30-inch L* combustion chamber has a 12.2-inch-long cylindrical

section preceding nozzle convergence, which began abruptly. A short conical con-

vergent section, with 30-degree-half-angle, was tangent to a circular arc throat

section with a radius ratio of 2.00; the 5.70-inch diameter throat was 15.7-inch

from the injector. Downstream of the throat, the throat circular arc was tangent

to a 15-degree-half-angle expansion cone. The chamber contraction ratio and
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nozzle expansion ratio were 2.00 and 1.85, respectively. The nominal injector,

designated LD-2, was flat-faced and had 112 like-doublet injection elements for

each propellant. The elements were positioned geometrically to link each fuel

doublet with an oxidizer doublet to form a like-doublet-pair. Among several like-

doublet-pair injectors described in Ref. 21, only the selected LD-2 injector did

not produce aligned fuel and oxidizer spray fans. As a result, propellant mixing

efficiency - determined by cold-flow experiments _ was substantially lower for

the LD-2 injector than for the others; this was the reason for its selection as

the nominal checkout case. Nominal operating conditions were i00 psia chamber

pressure and 5.2 mixture ratio. The experimental value of _c* was 93.3 percent.

Three empirical adjustments were made to force the DER prediction of nc, for the

nominal checkout case to agree with its experimental value. The first of these

was to position the STC initial-plane such that the value of Em, Rupe's mixing

efficiency factor, calculated by LISP matched the cold-flow experimental value of

Em = 88.5 percent. Computed variation of Em with z0 is shown in Fig. Ii; from

which z0 = 1.70-inch was selected.

The other two adjustments were programmed as changes in the DER computer program.

One was concerned with the method for initializing stream tubes from LISP mesh

point flow data. Initially, the gaseous propellants produced by LISP were assumed

to produce a single homogeneous combustion gas stream. With nonuniform spray fluxes

and with approximately I0 percent of the propellants vaporized in LISP, this simpli-

fied treatment of the gases resulted in combustion efficiencies as much as 2 per-

cent higher than were predicted by the nonuniform gas method described earlier.

The second adjustment, therefore, was provision of nonuniform gases in the STC

start plane.

The other empirical program adjustment concerned the influence of combustion cham-

ber contraction ratio on mass droplet diameters calculated by LISP. A modified

form of Ingebo's correlation for like doublet atomization CRef. 24) was developed:
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D:I 04(>JlIj2 148o I-- 0.0978 f(¢c ) _ -Uin"
• " Din j ! + Cpr Ec J

(35.)

The coefficient 1.524 is the ratio of D to D30 observed in Ref. 2D for like

doublets, the ratio 0.0978/Cpr is a properties correction from Ingebo's heptane/

air system to the propellant being considered, and

5{ec-l)
f(Ec) - C +3 {36)

C

was selected so that qc* calculated by DER agreed with qc*,exper

test case and one _ =4 case.
C

for the nominal

Comparisons o£ c* Efficiencies. With no further adjustments, ten computer runs

were made to evaluate DER predictions of qc . for varied injector and chamber

designs and run conditions. Injector designs considered are summarized in Table 3.

The run conditions and a comparison of calculated and experimental results are

tabulated in Table 4. Data on the second and third from the last columns of Table4

are plotted in Fig. 12. Agreement within ±l percent is seen to have been achieved•

While this degree of success depended upon the empirical adjustments described

above, the design and operating perturbations from the nominal test case were

substantial.

Specific Impulse Prediction. For several reasons, concerned with program task

and interim final report schedule and with the high cost of multiple stream tub_

TDK runs, complete DER model calculations were made for onlx one of the cases

listed in Table 3. The conditions for this selected case were the LD-3 injector

at i00 psia chamber pressure and 5.19 mixture ratio in a 15-inch L*, 2.0 contrac-

tion ratio chamber•
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The TDK program block gives printed-out solutions for c*, Is, and CF. The TDK

prediction of c* efficiency was 2.2 percent higher than the experimental value.

The TDK prediction of vacuum specific impulse was Is = 276.04 ibf-sec/ibm com-

pared with an experimental value, corrected to vacuum conditions of 269.5 ibf-

sec/ibm; the difference is +2.4 percent of the experimental value.

These deviations were substantially larger than the Anc, values in Table 4. The

performance evaluation methods of Ref. 21 and the computed data from STC and TDK

were examined to determine possible explanations for this discrepancy.

The vacuum thrust values in Ref. 21 had been corrected by 1.0 percent for com-

bustor and nozzle heat transfer losses. By examination of calculated boundary

layer losses for other combustors and conditions, it was inferred that the loss

for this case should be about one percent. The implication is that both the

predicted and experimental specific impulses should be lowered by about the same

amount in accounting for boundary layer losses, i.e., essentially none of the 2.4

percent deviation can be attributed to boundary layer losses.

It was concluded that a strong contributor to the deviations in both c* and I
$

is a discontinuity at the TDK initial line. Changing there from STC's frozen

isentropic local expansion, fromequilibrium stagnation conditions, to TDK's

true equilibrium solution produced a jump shift in gas properties. For the

case analyzed, the magnitude of the discontinuity was quite significant: the

equilibrium static temperatures and molecular weights at the initial line were

about ii percent and 3 percent higher, respectively, than the corresponding STC

computed values. With the prescribed values of pressure and stream tube areas

and gas velocities assumed to be invariant across the initial line, these combine

to produce discontinuous drops of about 8 percent in stream tube gas densities

and gas flowrates. This is substantially larger than the modest discontinuities

that were anticipated and were expected to have only slight effects on prediction

accuracy. Considering the equilibrium values to be correct, the implication is

that the pressure level for the entire STC analysis, including the TDK initial

line, is too high. This. would not only affect the values of the initial line

integrals upon which TDK's computation of c* and thrust are based, but might
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change the spray vaporization efficiency as well. Interestingly, these effects

should cause thec* and I s predictions to deviate by comparable magnitudes, as
was observed.

This erroneous discontinuity has not been corrected either in the September 1970

or in the March 2971 versions of DER. It was left unresolved primarily because
the version of TDKwhich had been adopted and incorporated into DERwas being

made obsolete by development of an improved version (Ref. 15). It was antici-

pated that a corrected STC/TDKinterface solution method might take advantage of

a new TDKcapability to analyze kinetically limited multiple stream tube flows

in the subsonic and transonic regimes. The problem was corrected in another

project, however, when the September 1970 version of DERwas adopted to analysis
of pulse modeengine performance (Ref. 25). The method used was conversion of

the read-in combustion gas properties tables from stagnation equilibrium to static

equilibrium at several _ch numbers followed by internal calculation of corres-

ponding pseudo-stagnation values so that STC's existing formulation need not be

restructured. The TDKstart-line flow properties computedby STCand by TDK
then agreed within about 0.I percent.

(Rather than adopting that solut$on, however, the TDKprogram was removed from

the December1971 version of DER,and logic was added for punching out STCdata

appropriate for initializing the improved version of the reference TDKprogram,
as discussed further on pages 74 through 77.)
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LIQUID/LIQUIDDROPLETHEATING(SUPERCRITICAL)VERSION(MARCH1971)

This version of the DERcomputer program differs from the preceding (September

1970) version only in its method of analyzing propellant spray combustion rates:

the evaporation coefficient (k') model was replaced by a droplet heating and

diffusion model. No other changeswere madein the basic STCsolution method

nor were the LISP, TRANS,and TDKsubprogram blocks altered. Whereasthe

(September 1970) version was restricted in application to chamberpressures sub-

stantially below the propellants' critical pressures, this version is intended

for use at both subcritical and supercritical chamberpressures.

Spray Combustion _Iodel: STC Modifications

Background. The quasi-steady evaporation coefficient approach to droplet heating

and burning, while empirically based on the observation that a burning droplet's

diameter squared varies linearly with time, has been expressed analytically in

increasingly comprehensive formulations by Godsave (Ref. 8), Penner (Ref. 26),

and Williams (Ref. 27). These models are based on the concept that a spherical

flame surface surrounds a spherical droplet, with simultaneous heat transfer

to and evapora_on from the droplet being enhanced by the presence of the flame.

These models have all been formulated as quasi-steady problems (i.e., time

variation has been neglected in writing the conservation equations), although

there are no other assumptions in either Penner's or Williams' model that pre-

clude droplet heating. Dickegson (Ref. 28), in fact, has added the diffusion

equation to Penner's formulation and developed a thin-flame model that includes

uniform droplet heating. A problem that arises in applying such a model, how-

ever, is that the initial heating and burning rates may be over-predicted by

assuming a flame exists when the vapor concentrations are too low to support it.

Another problem is that the derived formulae for the burning rate (or the

evaporation coefficient), in all of these models have singularities (blow-up

logarithmically) if droplet temperatures approach propellant critical tempera-

tures. One final problem is that exposing the droplet to even mild forced con-

vection is likely to bl_q the flame into the droplet wake or extinguish it, so

that flame-enhancement of vaporization does not occur.
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As a consequence of these limitations and problems, propellant droplet gasifica-

tion and burning has also been analyzed from a vaporization standpoint, with

vapors diffusing into and mixing with a high-temperature gas stream. So far as

the droplet is concerned, combustion reactionswithin that gas stream serve to

keep the gas temperature high and the vapor concentration low. (In practice,

reaction to local thermodynamic equilibrium is usually assumed.) To the extent

that the free-stream gas temperature is lower than the stoichiometric flame

temperature (the thin-flame model's driving temperature), a vaporization model

will predict lower droplet burning rates than will a thin-flame model.

An evaporation model that is commonly used for analyzing spray gasification in

rockets is that of El Wakil (Ref. 29)"and others at the University of Wisconsin.

By solving spherically symmetric, quasi-steady conservation equations for simul-

taneous heat and mass transfer, the droplet mass evaporation rate and (uniform)

heating rate are given by

(p') ,• n Dn 3f cm. = 2Tr _ In g (37)

3 .] RTf vj n

f Xvj

/_k_zNu_D. j f - ) n
n =( : n ) .Tcg 3 - AH (38)

QJ \ pvjf (e z - 1) vj

where

_CPvJf_ _NUm_PMvJf_ _ In

Z =\ kf / _kN-_/_ RTf / Vj:_

1 - X
V

cg
n

1 - X
V.

3

(39)
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It is possible to calculate nonuniform temperature distributions within a droplet

undergoing heating (e.g., Ref. 30), but it is usually assumed that internal

temperature gradients are prevented from building up by strong internal circula-

tion. Under convective flow conditions, surface shear does promote circulation

and this simplification is probably quite valid. Then the uniform droplet

temperature is obtained from:

Enc o ,31dtj- nJ = Qj
(40)

Forced convection and resultant nonspherical transfer processes are accounted

for through empirical Nusselt number correlations for both heat and mass trans-

fer. The Nusselt number correlations used in the mass transport equation were

obtained by Ranz and Marshall (Ref. 31):

Nu = 2(i + 0.3 Scf i/3Refl/2)
m

(41a)

NUh = 2(1 + 0.3 prfl/3Ref I/2) (41b)

They verified this correlation with data from vaporization of water droplets in

heated air. The equations derived thus account for both droplet heating and

evaporation.

The foregoing droplet heating and evaporation model has been used in a number of

rocket spray combustion models since its first application by Priem and Heidmann

(Ref. 3). It is capable of computing droplet behavior to complete combustion at

subcritical chamber pressures, although the vaporization rate blows up logarith-

mically as droplet temperatures approach the boiling temperature (Xv_ "-'P l) . For

most conditions, the "wet-bulb" effect suppresses the equilibrium droplet tempera-

ture enough below the boiling point to avoid the singularity. There, however,

the evaporation rate is strongly dependent upon droplet temperature and, because

an implicit solution of the system of equations is required, many iterations may
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be needed to obtain convergence. Recent work by Savery (Ref. 32) gives good

correlation with experimental data under such conditions, even up to high pres-

sures, if the effects of the presence of other gases on the vapor pressure and
"heat of vaporization" are taken into account.

Real Gas Effects. For vapor-liquid equilibrium, the free energy is the same on

either side of a phase interface. This fundamental relationship for vapor-

liquid equilibrium is conveniently written in terms of fugacities; for each com-

ponent i, the fugacity of the vapor f.V is equal to that of the liquid f L
1 1

(Ref. 33). Since the liquid senses the total pressure while the vapor senses

only its partial pressure, the equilibrium relationship can be written as

f'V(Pv)=1 fiL(PTotal) (42)

Hence, at constant temperature, as the total pressure increases the partial

pressure of the vapor has to increase to maintain the required relationship for

equilibrium. For a non-ideal gas, the enthalpy is a function of the partial

pressure of the gas (Ref. 34). Hence, the heat of vaporization, hHvap, will be
a function of total pressure since

= H - Ha (43)AHv v

In the calculation of vapor-liquid equilibrium, the vapor has to be considered

a non-ideal gas. Of the four two-constant equations of state which have been

widely used, the Redlich and Kwong equation is more accurate and the best at high

pressures. The Redlich-Kwong equation is:

RT a
(44)

P = (v-b) T 0"5 v(v+b)

where a and b are determined from mixing rules (Ref. 33). To match data over

wide ranges, a and b have been programmed as functions of temperature.
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These "real gas" corrections have been neglected in most prior applications of

the E1Wakil droplet vaporization model. Under supercritical pressures, some
conditions led to calculated equilibrium temperatures below the critical tempera-

ture, but usually no equilibrium temperature was reached and the droplets were

heated through the critical temperature. The model could be used beyond this

point, but it usually was not because a physical model is lacking for X at thev
"surface" of the pure supercritical vapor pocket. Instead, most users either

assumedinstantaneous mixing of such supercritical vapors with the surrounding

gases, which is obviously unsatisfactory, or switched to a supercritical burning

model due to Spalding (Ref. 35). This latter model, however, treats only the

mass transfer and assumesthat the vapor pocket remains at its critical tempera-

ture. As a result, no prior combustion model employing the El Wakil vaporization
formulation can be adopted carte blanche for supercritical spray heating and
combustion.

Interestingly, introduction of the real gas corrections for vapor pressure and

heat of vaporization causes the El Wakil solution for droplet temperature to

reach a subcritical equilibrium temperature for all conditions. This is known

from photographic evidence (Ref. 36) to be unreal, so the need for an improved

formulation is apparent.

New Droplet Heating and Diffusion Model. The E1Wakil model has been extended

and improved to overcome this physically unrealistic result (Ref. 37). The new

model is referred to as the droplet diffusion model. The main difference be-

tween it and the old model is this: In the E1Wakil formulation only the pro-

pellant vapor is considered to have a non-zero net flux in the film surrounding

the droplet, while in the new model the radial mass flux of combustion gas in

the film surrounding the droplet is no longer assumed to be equal to zero. In-

stead, the molar flux of combustion gas is defined at the droplet surface through

a moving control volume formulation such that changes in the droplet radius, due
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to droplet density changes and mass diffusion, cause it to be greater than or

less than zero. That is

d(rdl _

Meg Ncg Dmd dt (45)

Thus, as the droplet "burns" the external diffusing combustion gas is allowed to

enter the control volume and occupy that fraction of the volume vacated by the

receding droplet surface.

The diffusion rate, or burning rate, is defined by the diffusion equation and is

where

- gXv.
J

B -.1- A
Mcgf

(NOTE: Here f refers to "film" conditions.)

(46)

(47)

+ .n 3t (Pd)\ a/j mj

The droplet heatup rate is defined to be

n

Qj=

n

_kfzNu h Dj
-Ac

(Cpvjf Pcgf) i

#p -Ac
1\ vjf Pcgf/.

(eZ:l) ]
(Tcg-T_) - AHvjn}

(48)

(49)
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where

Z -

1 - Bx
V

cg
n

1 - Bx
V.

J

(so)

The droplet diffusion model no longer has the logarithmic singularity at either

the droplet boiling or propellant critical temperatures because) as droplets are

heated through these temperatures the value of B is such'that (i - Bx ) does
' V

not vanish. It thus becomes possible to continue analyzing spray droplets' be-

havior after they have become fully gasified, but have not yet been diffused and

mixed into the surrounding combustion gas stream.

It should be noted that the model does not include the solubility of the combus-

tion gas in the propellant, either as a liquid droplet or as a gas pocket. Upon

being heated through the critical temperature, a liquid droplet may be thought

of as a "virtual droplet" with a discrete semipermeable surface which permits

outflow of propellant vapor but blocks inflow of combustion gases.

Comparison of the foregoing droplet diffusion model equations with the old model

equations, e.g., as given by E1Wakil, shows them to be very similar. The major

differences are the appearance of the parameters A and B in Eq. 46, 49, and 50.

Examination of, Eq. 45, 47, and 48 shows, however, that A and B depend upon the

heating and vaporization rates so that the droplet diffusion model must be solved

implicitly by iterative methods. If the heating and vaporization rates are low

enough that drd/dt vanishes, A_0, B_I and the droplet diffusion model reduces

rigorously to the El Wakil model. This is consistent with all the assumptions

in their derivations being identical except for that expressed by Eq. 45. Chem-

ical reactions are not taken into account directly in the droplet heating and

diffusion model, but combustion is simulated by specifying a bulk gas equilibrium

flame temperature and zero droplet vapor mass fraction in the local free stream.
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Programming. The foregoing droplet diffusion model had been included in a

Rocketdyne I12/02 combustion computer program (CSS) for analyzing LOX jet atomi-

zation, spray and gas mixing, spray vaporization, and combustion with coaxial

jet injection (Ref. 37). In that application, the droplet diffusion model was

programmed as a set of subroutines that is specific to the gaseous hydrogen/liquid

oxygen propellant combination and to the solution method used in that computer

program. In this current program, that set of subroutines was generalized for use

with other propellants, including liquid/liquid combinations, and incorporated

into the DER computer program's STC (stream tube combustion) program block.

Extension to other propellants was rather straightforward; for most subroutines,

it involved generalizing molecular weights, critical properties, etc., and having

STC call the subroutines twice if two liquid propellants are being analyzed. In

some subroutines, O2/H 2 properties data were given in data statements; these were

modified so that the data are read-in as general propellant punched card'data with

the rest of the STC portion of the data deck.

The numerical solution scheme in the STC program uses predictor-corrector cycles

with backwards differencing of first-order difference equations. The droplet

diffusion model had been programmed for one-step forward differencing; thus, some

modifications were required to make the subroutines compatible with the revised

solution scheme.

A bisection method is used for the implicit, iterative solution of the droplet

diffusion model equations, In solving for a droplet's temperature, for example,

kno_m and estimated values of droplet temperatures and their derivatives at planes

1 and 2 bounding a given chamber length interval are used to evaluate:

dT1 dT2 ) AzF(T) = T2 - T1 - _ + _ _ (:51)

A solution of the system of equations corresponds to F(T) = 0. If it is initially

assumed that T 2 = T1, it is found that F(T) < 0. A second estimate, that
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dT 1

T2 = T1 + d--_--Az [or T2 = Tcgl, Whichever is smaller) obviously gives F(T) >0.

In bisection, the average of these two values of T2 is taken as the next estimate

and is used to replace the previous estimate which gave the same sign for F(T).

This process is continued until a root is found which satisfies the equation, i.e.,

gives 0! IF(T)]!E. Bi-section is used three ways in stepping across a chamber-

length increment: one to find initial values of A, B and z; one to solve for

downstream droplet temperature (and corresponding vaporization rate) and one to

solve for A, B and z within the bisection loop on temperature. Convergence upon

a solution takes several (5 to I0) iterations and, with multiple iterations

within iterations, execution times are substantially increased over those for

the evaporation coefficient model.

Required Propellant Properties Data. Extensive tables of propellant properties

are required by the droplet diffusion model. The first of these tables gives the

vapor mass fraction, Xv, at the droplet surface (equivalent to a reduced partial

pressure), the heat of vaporization, AHv, and parameters a and b for the Redlich-

Kwong equation of state. Variability of Xv and AH v with both total pressure and

temperature are provided for, while a and b are taken to be functions only of

temperature. Values in these tables should account for temperatures ranging from

injection temperature to the critical temperature only. Pressures must cover the

range of variation experienced in the subsonic flow portion of a combustor under

analysis. (It is probably preferable to input data for much wider variation so

that the same tables can be used for other engines using the same propellants.)

Values of X and AH should include dependence upon total pressure level i e.
V V ' " '

real gas effects.

Liquid specific heats are needed for both propellants as functions of pressure

and liquid temperature. Although these are denoted as "liquid" c 's, the tables
P

should provide data to temperatures as high as the combustion gas temperature;

for temperatures higher than the saturation temperature corresponding to the tab-

ulated pressure, the pure vapor specific heats are used.
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Vapor specific heats at constant pressure and vapor viscosities are also required.

These maybe derived from tabulations of experimental data or from standard cor-

relation methods, e.g., such as those given in Ref. 34.

Binary molecular diffusion coefficients are assumedto be functions of tempera-

ture. An equation for binary diffusion coefficients, based on use of the Lennard-

Jones potential in a kinetic theory model, is given in Ref. 34 as:

0.001858 T3/2 [(Mi + M2)/MIM2] 1/2

p ;&2
D

12

Dividing this equation for general temperature and pressure by the same equa-

tion for some reference temperature and pressure gives:

T Pref

_A_'12 * (_ 12)ref t _ 7i_ ;'D ref (T___ef) (______)

(53)

DER accepts input tables of the parametric product

(o12)2
ref (_D)ref (54)

(_fll2)ref. 2

o
12 D

which is assumed to vary with temperature, but not to vary appreciably with pres-

sure. If it can reasonably be assumed to be constant, then only one temperature

level needs to be given in the table. For each propellant species, coefficients

are needed for diffusion into its own vapors, the other propellant's vapors, and

into stoichiometric combustion products. For lower (higher) mixture ratio com-

bustion gases, multicomponent diffusion coefficients are approximated by the
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program for each specie diffusing into a mixture of stoichiometric products and

excess fuel (oxidizer) vapor.

Revised STC Data Output. The printout of data from STC was revised to reflect the

substantially increased quantity of input data, concerning propellant properties

and initial spray droplet size-group temperatures, and to report the calculated

droplet size-group temperatures as the analysis proceeds. Examples of the calcu-

lated size group diameters and temperatures for LOX spray burning in H2/O 2 combus-

tion products are shown in Fig. 13.

Computer Program Checkout.

The development of this March 1971 version of DER was the first task of the sec-

ond contract year so that it might be available, if required by NASA, for use in

evaluating a major engine development contract. For that reason, even though it

can analyze bipropellant liquids, the computer program was checked out with the

liquid oxygen/gaseous hydrogen combination, exclusively. LISP did not have a

gas/liquid capability, so the checkout runs involved only the STC subprogram block

with direct input of stream tube initialization data.

It was intended that the computer program be at least partially evaluated by com-

paring computed performance with some available supercritical LOX/GH 2 engine data.

The J-2S engine, developed for NASA by Rocketdyne, and operating at 1250 psia

chamber pressure, was considered to be a good candidate evaluation engine. How-

ever, checkout of the computer program took longer than anticipated and its run

times (execution costs) were so high that there was neither time nor funds for

analyzing any evaluation cases. This version has, therefore, been only partially

checked out Ca liquid fuel was not analyzed) and its validity has not been

established.

Most checkout runs were made with a rather simplecase designed to evaluate com-

putational features, but also to minimize run times. Thus, only one or three

stream tubes, five or nine spray size groups, and 2 to S inches of chamber length

were analyzed. Liquid oxygen injection temperature was fixed at 180 R. Chamber

pressure was 1200 psia.
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One of these checkout cases was supplied as an example case when this version of

the DERcomputer program was delivered to JPL.

Evaluation of Model

No comparisons have been made between performance predictions and engine data for

this version of DER. That is, the model's validity has not been checked directly.

Because the spray burning analysis is the same as that used in the CSS model of

Ref. 37, however, it may be inferred that the model's evaluation is also applicable

to this version of DER. Data are given in Ref. 37 showing favorable comparisons

of CSS predicted c* efficiencies with J-2, J-2S and H2/O 2 aerospike engine effi-

ciencies in the range 96 to I00 percent. It thus appears that the spray combus-

tion analysis is good enough that DER's prediction accuracy will depend primarily

upon valid input data concerning stream tube flowrates, mixture ratios, and initial

spray atomization.
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GAS/LIQUIDk' (SUBCRITICAL)VERSION(December1971)

This latest version of the DERcomputer program represents a substantial revision
of the first (September 1970) version. The LISP subprogram block has been modi-

fied to provide a capability for analyzing injection of gaseous fuel/liquid oxidizer

propellants, with coaxial jet and triplet elements, to simplify the data input and

to improve the data plotting subroutines. The STCsubprogram was modified to bet-
ter initialize stream tubes when there :is no spray of one propellant, and to gen-

erate, print, and punch a portion of the data needed for subsequent initializa-

tion of the improved TDKcomputer program. At the sametime, the DERversion of
TDKwas removed from the December1971 version of DER.

The changes concerning TDKwere madeto simultaneously bypass the earlier STC/TDK

interface problem and make it possible to use the latest version of TDKfor per-

forming the nozzle expansion analysis.

Gas/Liquid Distributions: LISP Modifications

Modifications of the LISP subprogram block employed in the December 1971 version

of DER were partially provided under three separate programs: the Thrust Chamber

Compatibility _del program (contract F04611-70-C-0056 and Ref. 18), the Pulse

Mode Performance Model program, (contract F04611-70-C-0074 and Ref. 25), and the

current Distributed Energy Release program.

The input data required for defining the injection element were simplified by

means of "element specifications". These define the general design features of

each group of elements that are identical except for each element's location and

orientation on the injector. The only individual element data required, then,

are its specification number, its angular and radial position on the injector,

and a rotational orientation angle. The totai number of elements which may be

considered was expanded to 60, and there may be as many as i0 different speci-

fications.
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Additionally, input data concerning element canting or tilting, in any direction,

were made more systematic and easier to use. An earlier error in element orienta-

tion was corrected simultaneously.

LISP's subroutines for generating contour and shade plots of spray weight flux

and mixture ratio were replaced. The earlier system was based on transforming

LISP's data calculated in polar coordinates to rectangular plotting coordinates.

The new method plots directly in polar coordinates. It effects substantial re-

ductions in complexity and core storage requirements, and corrects some errors

in circle-completion logic, as well. Shade plots were eliminated entirely. Con-

tour plots of fuel flux, oxidizer flux, total propellant flux, and a mixture ratio

function (which varies between zero and unity) are optionally available.

Distribution of Gaseous Propellants. The most Significant modifications in this

version of LISP deal with prediction of propellant flux distributions produced by

gas/liquid injectors. This task was undertaken as an exploratory effort to pro-

duce a "first generation" gas/liquid analysis capability whose results and behav-

ior might reveal what is needed in formulating a more adequate model. This

approach was necessitated by a number of obvious complications:

io LISP had heretofore been concerned only with distributing noncontinuum

sprays; gases produced were treated as a uniform bulk flow. Gaseous

propellants are continuous, and flow from neighboring elements cannot

be as independent as are liquid sprays.

o _re gasification in the injection/atomization region is likely to occur

with gas/liquid injection than with liquid/liquid combinations. Thus,

errors in approximating the quantity of that sprayTvaporization are

probably larger and will probably have a significant effect on perform-

ance prediction accuracy. An important part of this problem is deter-

mining how to distribute the vapors produced among the gaseous injec-

tants, i.e., defining the gas mixture ratio distribution.

o The quantity of available single element gas/liquid cold-flow data is

quite limited. Also, few demonstrations of correspondence between cold-

flow data and engine performance have been achieved.
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, Applications of gas/liquid injection tend to have chamber pressures

that are supercritica] for the liquid, so the use of a k' evaporation

model in LISP becomes questionable.

The approach taken in this "first generation" gas/liquid LISP was to recognize,

but ignore these complications, saying, in effect, "Let's see how bad they make

things." The basic premises of the liquid/liquid LISP were retained: full

injector propellant fluxes are linear summations of individual elements' fluxes,

and individual element fluxes can be mathematically described by correlation of

cold-flow distribution data. The distribution of the gaseous injectant is cal-

culated as if it were a low-density, noncontinuum spray. Miner LISP modifica-

tions treating it as a gas were made to satisfy continuity.

With this approach, the primary analytical efforts required were correlating gas/

liquid cold-flow flux distributions to obtain LISP input correlation coefficients

(described in Ref. 19) and determining adequate and workable disposition of vapors

produced by partial gasification of the liquid propellant.

Elemental Flux Distributions. LISP's treatment for coaxial jet injection of gas-

eous fuel/liquid oxidizer propellants was adopted from its development discussed

in Ref. 18. Only a summarization is given here.

Single element, cold-flow data for gas/liquid coaxial jet elements, obtained under

Contract NAS3-1119 (Ref. 38), were correlated. Liquid (water) was injected through

a central cylindrical tube as an oxidizer simulant, while gaseous nitrogen flowed

through a narrow annular passage outside of the post to simulate gaseous fuel.

Data were used from nine tests, including some in which the discharge end of the

liquid tube was recessed below the injector face.

Because the elements and propellant flows are both axisymmetric, the usual Carte-

siam coordinate correlating equation (Eq. 3) was transformed to cylindrical co-

ordinates for correlating the data. Both liquid and gas flows were assumed to be

emitted from point sources ("pseudo-impingement points") locaged, respectively,

6L and 6G upstream of the injector face. The correlating equation was retained

in the rectangular coordinate form as illustrated, with the element geometry, in

Fig. 14.
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An expression was developed for calculating partial gasification of the liquid

propellant, both within the "cup" formed by recessing the discharge end of the

liquid tube and in the combustor between the injector and the LISP collection i

plane. For one injector analyzed in Ref. 18, over 50 percent of tile liquid jet

was calculated as being vaporized within an inch of its discharge from the tube.

Disposition of the vapors formed was found to be crucial to achieving an adequate

LISP analysis. •

As first programmed, it was assumed that the vaporized liquid vapors mixed uniformly

with the gaseous injectant stream, and that th3 resultant, uniform mixture ratio

mixed gas stream retainedthe cold-flow gas velocity profile. Allowing the mixed

gases to burn to local equilibrium and sealing the velocity profile to preserve

continuity, however, resulted in a physically unacceptable solution having super-

sonic gas jets downstream of the elements.

Consequently, for calculation of the combustion gas flow field, the gaseous mass

flux distribution was modified by the following assumptions:

1. The gaseous propellant and the vapors from the evaporated liquid propel-

lant from a single element are assumed to mix intimately and react chemi-

cal!y equilibrium at the local resultant mixture ratio with corresponding

gas molecular weight and temperature.

2. Momentum of the jet is assumed to be conserved, i.e., the jet expands

with combustion such that the momentum of the resultant hot gas and of

the unevaporated liquid are equal to the initial momentum of the injected

propellants.

3. The mass flux distribution of the hot combustion gas from a single element

is assumed to be described by a Gaussian radial profile.

The distribution of the unevaporated liquid is a_sumed to be described by the cor-

responding cold-flow mass flux distribution.
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Single element cold-flow data for gas/liquid triplet elements were obtained under
Contract NASw-2106(Ref. 39). Two liquid streams impinged on a central gas jet,

Fig. 14. Gaseousinjection velocity was varied as was the liquid/gas weight-

flowrate (mixture) ratio.

These data were correlated to a Cartesian-coordinate version of Eq. 3, transformed

to permit use of 6G and 6L pseudo-impingement points, as with the gas/liquid co-
axial elements. The derived correlation coefficients are given in Ref. 19.

The calculation of spray vaporization for gas/liquid triplets was retained the

sameas for any liquid/liquid elements. Vapors produced were assumedto be mixed

uniformly with the gaseous injectant. In a manner similar to the treatment of the

coaxial element's gas jet, the general shape of the cold-flow gas velocity profile

was preserved while allowing it to spread to conserve gaseous weight flowrate and
momentum.

The gas/liquid coaxial and triplet element were coded in LISP as Types 6 and I0,

respectively. Additionally, a uniform velocity and mixture ratio gas stream over
the entire chamber cross section can be provided with either of these types by a

Type 9 element specification.

The analytical models of gas/liquid elements produce nonuniform combustion gas
flow fields for single elements in a manner that conserves weight flowrate and

momentumwithin a single element's flow. When multiple element flows are combined,

however, momentum will be conserved only if the weight flux profiles do not over-

lap significantly. If they do overlap appreciably, linear superposition of gaseous

weight fluxes is not a physically sound assumption. A symptom that might indicate

a problem in this regard is the appearance of high axial gas velocities between

elements.
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Spray Combustion Model: STC Modification

Stream Tube Initialization. If one propellant i_ completely gasified, the

option (2) method given on page 26 for initializing stream tube flows from LISP

mesh point data cannot be used because the spray mixture ratio is either zero or

infinite. The method was changed, therefore, and was made somewhat more general

in the process. LISP's calculated'gaseous weight fluxes at the mesh points are

re-formed, rather than being averaged out to a uniform bulk gas flux as is done

if bipropellant sprays are present. There is an option to prescribe a uniform

gas flux, however. (As noted in describing LISP, the gas mixture ratio is cur-

rently considered by LISP to be uniform, whether or not the weight flux is uni-

form. The stream tube initialization method can treat nonuniform gas mixture

ratios, as well, if LISP were to supply such data.) With the gas fluxes deter-

mined, either of the methods described earlier for combining mesh point flow into

stream tubes may be selected.

Cases involving bipropellant sprays are handled directly by the earlier methods.

One major difference is that the user's prescribed numbers of fuel and oxidizer

spray size groups per stream tube are no longer overridden and he may not pre-

scribe the distribution of sprayweight among the size groups.

STC/TDK Interface. Were the stream tube properties in the neighborhood of the

nozzle throat computed by STC transferred to TDK and used for finding local equil-

ibrium properties, discrepancies like those described on page 54 would be encoun-

tered. Rather than modifying STC further to eliminate that source of error in

DER's performance prediction, the TDK used in the earlier versions of DER was

removed from the (December 1971) version. This made it possible to interface STC

with an improved version of TDK (Ref. 24) which is capable of performing kinetic

expansion analyses in subsonic and transonic flowregimes as well as in the super-

sonic nozzle flow. STC's frozen expansion from local stagnation equilibrium was

retained under the assumption that, although it yields erroneous (i.e., non-

equilibrium) temperatures, densities, etc. in the transonic flow regime, the errors

it causes in vaporization efficiency may be inconsequential.
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A subroutine was added which prints and punches, in NAMELISTformat, the throat

plane data needed from STCto continue the multiple stream tube analysis via the
improved TDKcomputer program. Throat plane data punched out are illustrated in

Table 5. Those in NAMELISTformat (and the TDKparameters to which they correspond)

are: the number of stream tubes (NZ_NES),a stream-tube-area-weighted meanstagna-

tion pressure [P(1)],

nt

P*.A.
= i=l o11

o n t (SS)

i=l

and, for each stream tube, the gasified propellant mixture ratio (_FSKED) and mass

fraction of the total gasified propellant flow within that stream tube (XM). Also,

additional data are computed and printed out (Table 5) which will probably be used

in a future revision of TDK. These include: each stream tube's cross-sectioned

area, static pressure, and stream gas velocity at the point in the nozzle where the

TRANS pressure distribution is first invoked (z = ZPVSR) and, at the nozzle throat

plane, each stream tube's total flow mass fraction of the total injected flow,

overall mixture ratio, stagnation pressure, mean evaporation efficiency, and mean

fuel and oxidizer spray velocities.

It is anticipated that these stream tube data may be used to initiate TDK nozzle

expansion analysis at the throat plane or, if kinetic effects are believed to be

important in the subsonic flow, at some plane upstream of the nozzle throat. Thus,

it is now possible to overlap the spray gasification analysis of STC with the non-

equilibrium combustion analysis of TDK, but in an uncoupled manner. The location

of the TDK initial plane is designated by the program user, by specifying the con-

traction ratio (ECRAT) for that start plane and also the subsonic area ratio for

that plane _UBAR(1)], equal to the contraction ratio . This nonphysical stream

tube data transfer is illustrated in Fig. 15. Other data needed for initializing

TDK are*: reactant cards (pages 6-9 and I0), reactions cards (pages 6-27 to 31),

nozzle design parameters (pages 6-32 to 34), integration and print controls (pages

6-35 to 37) and TDK controls and nozzle divergence geometry (pages 6-42 to 46).

*Page numbers in parentheses refer to the Pr0gram User's Manual Section of Ref. 24.
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TABLE 5. EXAMPLE OF THROAT PLANE DATA IN NAMELIST FORbiAT

FOR TDK INPUT AND ADDITIONAL COMPUTED DATA
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Figure 15. Distributed Energy Release

Revised STC/TDK Interface

No modifications have been made to the improved TDK program to make it compati-

ble with DER. TDK analyzes only the gasified propellant flow. No account is

taken of either the propellant mass loss represented by residual sprays passing

through the throat nor of continued evaporation and acceleration that such sprays

might undergo in the supersonic nozzle expansio_ section. Neither is their mo-

mentum added to the TDK initial plane momentum. Until such time as TDK is modi-

fied to utilize additional input data from STC, it appears that only the following

simple corrections to the TDK computed performance data can be made:

: (rl vaP)sTC (56)ISp (Isp) TDK

w

The two efficiencies, qvap and qc*

multiple stream tube STC analysis.

are printed out at the throat plane during
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Evaluation of _Iodel

The capabilities of the gas/liquid LISP subprogram block were partially evaluated

in Ref. 18 for coaxial LOX/GH 2 element. _¢hat appeared, from inspection of LISP

printouts, to be acceptable weight flux profiles often had such steep transverse

gradients in axial gas velocity and/or in spray concentration that the numerical

analysis method in 3D-C_BUST broke down. In those cases, the analyses were com-

pleted by reverting to a gross uniformweight flux and mixture ratio gas stream.

Similarly, partial evaluation was obtained by performing DER analyses of a single

element GH2/LOX triplet at two mixture ratios and with varied combustion chamber

diameters and with several methods of initializing stream tubes from LISP mesh

point data. A number of conditions were encountered wherein steep radial grad-

ients in axial gas velocity across the STC initial plane could not be accepted by

the STC multiple stream tube combustion analysis. Again, selection of the uniform

gas option allowed this problem to be sidestepped.

Several cases were run with N204/N2H4-UDHH(50-50) propellants, demonstrating that

the liquid/liquid systems could still be analyzed by this version of DER. One of

these cases was used to demonstrate that the STC punched-card data are acceptable

to the improved TDK program. Additional reactants, reactions, nozzle design, and

program control data not punched by STC were added, and TDK was initialized at

the beginning of nozzle convergence (rather than at the throat). While this kind

of nonphysical data transfer was shown to be feasible, it was quite expensive:

the ODK subsonic analysis cost about 1 minute of CPU time per stream tube on the

IBM System 360, Hod 50/65 computer.

C_IPUTER PROGRAH OPERATION

All versions of the DER computer program were developed for operation on Rocket-

dyne's IBM System 360, Mod 50/65 computer _ich is designed to run programs

written in Fortran H. So that the programs would be compatible with other com-

puters, however, they were written in Fortran IV (which is a subset of Fortran H).

There are, of course, some subprograms which may not be operable on other than
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the Rocketdyne computer; for most other computers, these are probably restricted

to the data-plotting functions and can be replaced by dummy subroutines without

detriment to the rest of the program functions. Also, some trigonometric functions

called for in DER may not be in a computer's library and would need to be defined.

To run the program on any computer, a user must supply program control cards that

are compatible with his compiler, link editor, etc. The program makes extensive

use of overlay to reduce computer storage requirements. Approximately 50,000 words

are needed for each version of DER.

Operation of the DER computer program also depends upon a user-supplied data deck,

through which he specifies details for the particular injector, combustor, and

propellants he desires to analyze. Details concerning the assemblage of a data

deck and a complete sample calculation are given in program documentation supplied

to JPL for each version of DER. A brief summarization of the calculation proced-

ure is given in the following paragraphs.

Calculation Procedure

Initially, the calculation procedure for using any of the versions of the DER

computer program involves expenditure of a substantial effort to assemble a data

deck. There are separate sections of the data deck for each of the major program

blocks except TRANS; they are assembled in the order in which the program calcula-

tions proceed (Fig. 2 ).

DER main control program input consists only of a set of comment cards describing

the case and a set of four flow control integers, whose values determine whether

LISP, STC, TRANS, and TDK program blocks are utilized.

The LISP computer program block may require a fai_rly large input data deck, depend-

ing upon the complexity of the injector design and upon whether the injection ele-

ment types used are represented in the LISP library of distribution correlations.

A user must study his injector design to determine what, if any, pie-shaped sector
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of the injector/combustor is truly representative of the entire combustor. An

appropriate meshsize is denoted by specifying Ar and A@. He must then decide

how many injection elements supply spray to that sector, whether or not it is de-

sirable to analyze only elements that lie within the sector and, if so, what kind

of spray flux symmetry exists at lines of symmetry bounding the sector. In defin-

ing elements to be analyzed, he must makecertain that the sector receives only

its proportionate share of the total injected flows. Each injection element's type,

location, orientation, scale (hole diameters), discharge coefficients, and propel-

lant species must be given. Additional input of meandrop sizes and mass distri-

bution coefficients are required if an element type is not represented in the

LISP library or if, for any reason, the user wishes to override the library
functions.

The LISP collection-plane is normally the STCinitialization plane. However, in
the December1971 version, it is possible to specify STCinitialization upstream

of the LISP collection plane. The combining of LISP meshpoint flows into stream

tube flows is controlled by specifying the numberof geometric zones to be con-
sidered and the number of stream tubes in each zone. The user exercises no fur-

ther control over this process.

The number of spray droplet size groups in each stream tube and their division
between fuel and oxidizer are input variables. In the September 1970 and March

1971 versions, however, unless only one size group for each propellant is specified,

STCwill override the input data and select a total of 12 size groups, 6 for each

propellant, with the droplet sizes distributed about the D's from LISP as if the
elements were like doublets. The December1971 version permits nearly complete

freedom in selecting the numbersof propellant droplet size groups and in distri-

buting the sizes around the D's. The only restrictions are that there must be at

least one size group for each propellant, even if it is completely gasified, and
the sum of the fuel and oxidizer size groups canfiot exceed 12.

STC computer program block input data are concerned principally with the combustor

geometry, combustion gas properties, propellant properties and thermodynamic
properties used for calculating spray evaporation coefficients. It is important
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that a reasonable effort be devoted to obtaining best available values or

estimates.

The STC-marching interval, Az, is specified impl_citly by stating the number of

Az's between the STCinitial-plane and the nozzle throat. Too small a value of

Az will result in excessive computer times and too large a value will degrade the

accuracy of the solution. Values of 0.033 ! Az ! 0.10-inch have been used in DER

checkout analyses. Other user options that may influence both accuracy and com-

puter time are the numberof corrector cycles madein each Az step, and the tol-

erances placed on convergence upon the throat boundary condition. Too tight a

tolerance may require an excessive number of iterations through the STCanalysis,

resulting in excessive execution times. Input variables specify the maximumnum-

ber of iterations allowed for both the single and multiple stream tube analyses.

The only user option concerning the TRANScomputer program block is whether or

not to use it. It is possible to specify that the stream tubes not be analyzed

by STCas if they were axisymmetric. In that case, there is no reason to perform

the TRANSanalyses, STCcomputations are stopped at the nozzle throat plane (with-

out testing onsatisfaction of the nozzle boundary condition or iterating), and

TDK input data are not generated. Otherwise, there are no user options concern-

ing calculation, printing and punching of data to be used for initializing TDK.

The TDKportion of the data deck is quite small comparedto those portions for

LISP and STC, consisting principally of somepropellant thermochemical data,

nozzle throat_and divergent section geometric data. The user can input data to

override a number of default options, such as numbersof iterations, integration

stepsize, convergence tolerances, etc., as detailed in Ref. 14, Someof these
may influence the performance predictions, but they have not been explored with

respect to DERprogram usage.

Available Adjustments

A summarization is given here of user-adjustable parameters which may influence the

performance computed by DER. These are listed separately for the LISP and STC

subprogram blocks.
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LISP. Choices, madein setting up the LISP analysis, for a number of geometric

parameters may conceivably influence the performance prediction. The principal
ones are the numbers of radial and circumferential mesh lines used to define the

chamber sector to be analyzed, the numbers of mesh lines defined outside of the

sector (for folding-in along lines of symmetry or accumulation on solid surfaces)

and the axial location of the collection plane, z0. The weight fluxes computed
at a meshpoint are multiplied by the chambercross-sectional area associated with

that meshpoint to obtain meshpoint flowrates; definition of too coarse a grid

will not satisfy propellant continuity and will degrade t_e validity of the entire

analysis. Providing two or more mesh lines outside the sector is particularly

appropriate when spray impingement on walls or baffles is likely to occur. Such

provision is also the manner in which reflecting-or repeating-image folding is

invoked along lines of symmetry. The collection plane should be far enough down-

stream to account for substantial spray spreading and wall implngement. Because

LISP does not account for interelement spray interactions, however, spray mixing

-and impingement effects can be over-predicted if z0 is too for downstream.

The selection of a chambersector for analysis should have little influence on

performance provided that it is truly bounded by lines of symmetry. If folding

by repeating or reflecting symmetry is not invoked, specification of injection
elements outside of the sector may influence perfornance. In general, defining

more elements should improve validity.

Probably the most important adjustable parameters in LISP are the massmedian drop-

let diameters for the propellant sprays. These usually bear a direct relationship

to evaporation efficiencies and, through them, to specific impulse and c* effic-

iencies. It has been pointed out that, even though LISP will provide calculated

D's for someelement types, the user should satisfy himself that the best avail-

able representations of meandroplet sizes for his designs and conditions are used.

Values used for the propellant evaporation coefficients (k') are also important.

With liquid/liquid propellant combinations, for which LISP forms a bulk uniform

gas flux, LISP gasification is synonymouswith forced mixing; overestimated
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gasification mayresult in overestimated mixing and performance efficiencies.

With gas/liquid combinations, high percentages evaporated within LISP are likely,

and may lead to erroneously high mixing efficiencies. These problems can be par-
tially offset, with the December1971 version of DER,by intentionally using low

values of k' in LISP and moving the STCstart plane substantially upstream of the

LISP collection plane.

STC. Primarily, the adjustable parameters within STCwhich are most likely to in-

fluence performance predictions are those concerned with stream tube initialization.

The minimumpercentage of total flow assigned to a wall boundary layer stream tube,

the number of annular zones of meshpoints and the numberof stream tubes per zone

all affect the fidelity with which the mixing efficiency represented by the LISP

meshpoint flows is reproduced in the stream tube flow.

m

The number of spray droplet size groups, their distributions of diameters about D

and their spray mass fractions are adjustable parameters. It would seem that using

more size groups would yield smoother and more accurate spray burning profiles.

If only one size group is initialized for either propellant, however, the computa-

tional method is altered in an attempt to preserve burning rate accuracy. Then,

rather than retaining a constant number flowrate of size group droplets whose diam-

eters are reduced by spray evaporation, the size group diameter is held constant

and evaporation is assumed to deplete the number flowrate of droplets. This re-

flects the observation that mean droplet diameter of a distributed spray tends to

remain constant as it is burned (Ref. 40).

Detailed attention devoted to assembling the input propellant and combustion gas

properties tables can affect the performance prediction. In particular, the table

of equilibrium combustion gas properties should span the range of gas mixture ratios

likely to be computed in any stream tube, and should include enough mixture ratio

points to ensure accurate interpolation on the properties.

If the chamber length marching interval, Az, is small enough, it should not affect

performance prediction accuracy. Values used in STC development and evaluation

runs ranged between 0.033 inch and 0.I0 inch and were satisfactory.
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Finally, the single and multiple stream tube analysis convergence tolerances may

exercise a sli_t effect on vaporization and c* efficiencies, but their main use

is to ensure that satisfactory results have been computedbefore proceeding to

the next, and perhaps more costly, part of the analysis.
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LIQUID OXYGENSPRAYVAPORIZATIONEFFICIENCYCHARTS

The JANNAFPerformance Standardization Working Group was assignedj during 1970,
the responsibility of ensuring that the JANNAFperformance analysis

methodology was applicable to space shuttle propulsion systems and designs. For

calculation of combustion energy release losses, the committee had planned to use

this contract's extension of the Distributed Energy Release (DER) computer program

to gas-liquid propellant systems and to burning at highly supercritical pressures.
The program schedule, however, could not support such usage. Accordingly, a sim-

plified method was developed which involved the use of simplified LOXspray vapor-
ization efficiency charts (Ref. 41). These were derived from runs of the one-

dimensional LOX/GH2 combustion computer program of Ref. 37, which included the
droplet heating and diffusion model used in the March 1971 version of DER. Details

concerning the development of these charts are given in Appendix I.

Each chart shows vaporization efficiency vs initial spray size group droplet diam-

eter for several chamber lengths and fixed values of chamberpressure and chamber

contraction ratio. Assuming that the spray is initially distributed into ND size

groups with spray mass fractions X(Di), overall vaporization efficiencies were
calculated as

ND

_%ap= "FI nvap(Di) X(Di) (58)

with nvap(Di) values read from the appropriate chart. The method was actually
applied to the flow in each of several stream tubes representative of striated

flow within an engine. Following its utilization by several agencies and con-

tractors, this simplified method was evaluated as having goodutility and validity

(Ref. 42).
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CATALOG OF INJECTOR SPRAY CORRELATIONS

A catalog of injector spray correlations for use with the LISP computer subprogram

block was assembled and submitted as a separate report (Ref. 19). This report

provides information concerning specific numerical values of liquid spray mass

distribution and droplet size correlations for use in the LISP subprogram block

of the DER computer program. A technical description of LISP is followed by a

discussion of the approach used in deriving empirical mass flux distribution cor-

relation coefficients from injection element cold-flow test data. A detailed

numerical example illustrates the correlation techniques. The remainder of the

report is devoted to descriptions and brief discussions of the correlations that

are programmed into (or are available for use in) the December 1971 version of

the DER computer program. These data are catalogue d by injection element type.

To the extent possible, each section contains: (1) elemental mass flux correla-

tion coefficients; (2) sources of elemental spray data, fluids used, and limita-

tions of the data as to element sizes and flowrate ranges testedi (3) information

on droplet size distributions and mean diameter correlations for propellant sprays;

and (4) brief summaries of experience in using these correlations for predicting

performance, including empirical adjustments found necessary to obtain agreement

between experimental and analytical performance predictions. The primary purpose

of this catalog is to systematize what is known at this time in a form which can

readily incorporate additional data as they are obtained.

v
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STATUS OF TIIE DER COHPUTER PROGRA_.I

RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER PROGRAMS

The various subprogram blocks that comprise the DER computer program all have their

counterparts in other computer programs. The other programs are summarized in

Tables 6 and 7; their relationships to DER are discussed briefly below.

LISP

The LISP subprogram blockin the December 1971 version of DER is, at this writing,

the most recent version of LISP. It differs from the LISP of the Injector Chamber

Compatability system of computer programs (Ref. 18) in that it has the gas/liquid

triplet element capability, it has the polar coordinate contour plotting subroutines,

and it generates a scratch data record for STC usage rather than puching 3D-C_MBUST

input data. It differs from the LISP of the Pulse blode Performance Model only in

that it has the gas/liquid analysis capability and a more up-to-date library of

correlation coefficients.

STC

The STC subprogram of DER, while derived from the Thrust Chamber Compatability

program STRblTB, is quite different from STRMTB. It does not generate and punch

data for Boundary Layer Heat Transfer (BLEAT) program input. STC is considerably

more subroutinized, has an improved gas dynamic solution method and, through an

axisymmetric flow option, analyses through the nozzle throat, generating data for

initializing TDK analyses.

Similarly, the Pulse b10de Performance blodel's _ISTC subprogram (Ref. 25) has a

number of significant extensions beyond even the most recent STC. _ISTC solves

for local static equilibrium combustion gas properties by means of double inter-

polations on a bounded mixture ratio function and blach number. By bounding the

mixture ratio function between zero and unity, extrapolation problems were avoided.
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TABLE6. COMPUTERPROGRAMSW_IICHHAVESUBPROGRAMS
RELATEDTODERSUBPROGRAMBLOCKS

Name Ref. Description

ICC 11,
18

A system of computer programs for analyzing injector design effects on thrust chamber

heating and erosion (Injector Chamber Compatibility}. Run sequentially, individual

programs are:

LISP (Liquid Injcctor Spray Pattcrn): Combines propellant flows from individual ele-

ments of an injector to define spray fluxes and mass median drop diameters in a

"collection plane," as well as gas fluxes resultingfrom partial gasification. Program

requires empirical correlation coefficients for element types. A gas/liquid version

exists for a few element types but is not accurate enough for general use.

3D-COMBUST (l_ree-Dimensional Combustion): Initial combustion downstream of the LISP

collection-plane is analyzed as an evaporation-controlled process with continued disper-

sion of sprays and an approximate solution for transverse flow of combustion gases.

This program runs rather slowly so as soon as transverse flow subsides, it is replaced

by a stream-tube combustion analysis.

ST_B (Stream-Tube Combustion}: At a given axial plane, the 3D-COMBUST flows are cast

_nto stream-tubes for a more rapid analysis of the spray combustion up to the throat

plane. The stream-tube solutions are loosely coupled but no transfer among them of mass,

momentum or energy is allowed.

BLEAT (Boundary Layer lleat Transfer}: This program accepts combustion gas properties

along the wall as calculated by 3D-COMBUST and STR_B and calculates heat transfer

rates to the combustor by a modified Elliot-Silver-Bartz method. Enhanced heating due

to radial components of gas velocity and cooling due to spray impingement on the wall

are accounted for.

2D-ABLATE: Two-dimensional wall response model accepts surface heat transfer rate data

from BLEAT and analyzes conduction within the wall and predicts whether or not wall

erosion will occur and its severity.

3D-DEAP: This alternate wall response model analyzes the three-dimensional wall heating

under imposed surface heat fluxes. It is more versatile than 2D-ABLATE in man)" ways

but cannot predict erosion.

lllT_i (Injector Heat Transfer _lodel}: A simplified model of the gaseous recirculating

flow near the injector driven by spray drag aspiration effects, analyzes local surface

convective heat transfer rates.
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TABLE6. (Concluded)

Name

C55

PHPH

Ref. Description

37

25

An axisymmetric model of flow and combustion for coaxial jet injection of gaseous
hydrogen and liquid oxygen, this model has been used in analyzing the Space Shuttle

engine performance. Included in the analysis are recessed-post, cup combustion, dis-
trib,ted atomiT.ation [stripping b)" gtll'f;Ic[" _]l(_;|l'l ;lib[ ;111 :lxi';ymme't rJl" ,'-;,*tte COlllbtl%-

t ton I'|_'Id. A dr,,I, Ipt h,.a! I.g alld ,11 fl'..,I.n .,Pl'lly _',,mb...t I¢lll ,m,,h'l In ._cd. The pro-
gl'_.ll In I'.11)' _>l_ct'at jt)llll] Ill I{oukctd)',lc btlt ]I;IF; lio| bt't'll docllmt'lllt'd wilh il IlSel'ss gt|ide

for t'X| crllll ] ilpp] i C;It ions.

The Pulse N6de I'erformance Hodel consists of three major subprogram blocks: PbtDER

analyzes steady-state engine performance; PULSE sets up parametric tables of perfor-
mance parameters for each pulse in sequences of short-duration "standard" pulses;
DCYCLE synthesizes, from steady-state and standard pulse transient performance data,

• he performance prediction for each pulse in a specified duty cycle. The PNDER program
is the main one of interest.

PNDER represents a substantial rework and adaptation of the DER computer program for
pulse mode analysis. Several significant improvements have been provided. Combustion
products are derived from local equilibrium, expressed as functions of a local mixture
ratio function (bounded between 0 and 1) and local Mach number; this removes an earlier
discontinuity in properties between DER and TDK. An engine balance analysis has been
added which both makes the program more versatile and permits coupling LISP and PNSTC
solutions. An option provides for bypassing TDK while calculating all performance para-
meters if a nozzle vacuum thrust coefficient efficiency is known. The evaporation

coefficient (k') spray burning concept is used. This new model is operational and a
user's guide is being prepared.
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TABLE 7. COMPUTER PROGRAMS COMPRISING THE JANNAF PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Name

CPIA Pub. #178

Addendum No. 1

to CPIA Pub.

#178

ODE

TDE

ODK

TDK

TBL

_BL

Ref.

1

41

43

44

45

14,
15

46

47

Description

Manual presents basic rocket thrust chamber model, including the primary loss pro-

cesses and describes the JANNAF methodology and computer programs available in

1968. Combustion process losses are approximated by an empirical reduction of pro-

pellant enthalpy.

Interim updating of performance calcOlation methodology for application specifi-

cally t6 the high-pressure oxygen/hydrogen Space Shuttle Main Engine designs.

(January 1971)

One-dimensional equilibrium reference program calculates combustion product pro-

perties at selected points in isenthalpic gas flow. This program is completely
functional.

Two-dimensional equilibrium reference program calculates divergence efficiency

using equilibrium gas flow and method of characteristics. This program has not

been kept up to date.

One-dimensional kinetic reference program calculates expanding isenthalpic stream-

tube gas flow with kinetically controlled reaction rates. Begins from an ODE solu-

tion at some specified subsonic point in the flow. Program is completely functional

but runs slowly for near-equilibrium cases.

Two-dimensional kinetic reference program utilizes ODE, ODK, and a transonic flow

solution to calculate supersonic start-line conditions for a two-dimensional method-

of-characteristics solution of the isenthalpic [stream-wise) kinetically limited

supersonic expansion. TDK also has the option to calculate a divergence efficiency

using perfect gas relationships. Program has had problems with near-equilibrium

systems like 02/ll 2 and is currently being revised.

Turbulent boundary layer program calculates the lengthwise heat losses from the com-

bustion gas stream (defined by TDK) to the combustor/no=zle walls. Also calculates

a lengthwise boundary layer displacement thickness which may be used to modify the

wall contour in a subsequent rerun of TDK. This program is operational but the heat

transfer calculations required for engine system analysis have not been standardized

and may be erroneous.

Mass addition boundary layer program calculates boundary layer conditions for re-

acting flow with or without mass addition using differential approach. Program is

slow and sensitive to inputs. Matching of wall properties to TDK is also a poten-
tial source of error.
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Execution times were reduced by adopting a more efficient interpolation method.

Incorporation of an engine balance analysis provided a much more versatile solu-

tion scheme and more realistic satisfaction of the throat boundary condition, as

well as permitting LISP to be coupled into the adjustments made for that purpose.

Finally, PMSTC computes and prints a complete performance summary, whereas STC

is limited to vaporization and c* efficiencies.

TRANS

The TRANS subprogram in DER is unlike any other known computer program for ana-

lyzing transonic flow, in that it has been modified to compute isobars for sub-

stantially subsonic flows. It has apparently been made obsolete by the multi-

stream tube transonic analysis in the improved TDK (Ref. 15), but it also appears

to be quite adequate for DER's usage and need not be changed.

TDK

The revised, long-form-option version of TDK used by DER is not so versatile and

lacks many of the features of the improved version (Ref. 15). For many nozzles

and propellant systems, however, its restriction to supersonic flow may be per-

fectly appropriate so that a better argument for supplanting it might require

more efficient, less costly computation.

RELATIONSHIP TO JANNAF PERFORI_NCE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The JANNAF Performance Evaluation Methodology, Table 7, needed an analytical method

for accounting for the "distributed energy release" performance loss mechanisms

associated with propellant spray combustion. The DER computer program was de-

signed to fill that need by performing detailed calculations concerning the pro-

gress of the combustion processes, linking them directly to kn_¢n injector design

parameters and propellant supply properties.
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DERpresumably will be formally adopted by the JANNAFcommittee at somefuture

date. Adoption could be hastened by obtaining more information on model validity

(verification) and by demonstrating general applicability to a wide variety of

problems, operability on several different computers and economical operation.

Status with respect to each of these categories and additional work that might be

required are summarizedbelow.

Verification

DER model validity has been only partially demonstrated by comparison with c* and

specific impulse efficiency data from a FLOX/CH4-C2H 6 engine with like-doublet

pair injection. Indications of validity have been obtained indirectly with other

propellants by combining one-dimensional combustion analysis with cold-flow mixing

data. Much remains to be done here. Critical comparisons of predictions with

test data for other injector and combustor designs and other propellants need to

be a continuing effort to establish prediction accuracy and ranges of model valid-

ity, as well as to denote areas where the model is deficient.

One aspect that bears strongly on verification analyses is the sensitivity of

performance predictions to input spray droplet sizes. The expressions used by

LISP are, in general, derived from cold-flow experiments using propellant simulants.

There are not well-defined methods for adjusting such data for the effects of going

from simulants to propellants or for going from atmospheric tests to rocket com-

bustor environments. It appears that this aspect will ultimately control the

validity of a priori predictions.

v.

Generality of Application

Application of DER depends on the model formulation fitting the combustor design

and upon having dropsize and mass distribution correlations for the injector de-

sign. The formulation is restricted to cylindrical chamber designs and axisymme-

tric stream tubes; extension to annular and rectangular designs might be desirable.

Distribution correlations have been obtained for liquid/liquid like and unlike

doublets, triplets, and four-on-one elements, and for gas/liquid triplets and
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coaxial jets. Some of these correlations are for rather restricted ranges of design

variables. An obvious need is for continued extension to wider ranges of element

types and design variables. Also, a second-generation gas/liquid LISP program

will be needed.

Operability

Run only on Rocketdyne!s IBM System 360 and JPL's Univac 1108, the DER program's

operability has not been adequately determined. To facilitate and encourage use

by other agencies and contractors, some work may need to be done toward simplify-

ing input data formats, which differ considerably from the other programs in the

JANNAF methodology. Additionally, DER needs to be provided with logic to effect

appropriate interface with the TBL and MABL boundary-layer analysis programs.

Operational Costs

Computer program operating costs vary considerably among computers. The k' ver-

sion of DER is relatively economical. The LISP/STC portions cost perhaps a frac-

tion of the TDK portion, depending of course on the number of stream tubes analyzed,

chamber length, and nozzle expansion ratio.

The droplet diffusion version of STC, on the other hand, costs as much or more

than the TDK part. Significant economies might be effected in future versions of

DER by utilizing more efficient interpolation and iteration techniques and by in-

vestigating some other potential economies that have not been explored during pro-

gram development.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECO,_IENDATIONS

Development of the DER computer program has provided several significant advances

in analysis of liquid rocket propellant combustion and performance:

• The effects of injector design variables on spray combustion and

propellant mixing efficiencies and, therefore, on performance are

accounted for in a manner that can be incorporated directly into

the JANNAF performance analysis methodology.

o The multi-stream tube approach to modelling propellant spray combus-

tion processes has been perfected. Both the simplified evaporation

coefficient method and a more rigorous droplet heating and diffusion

model for calculating spray droplet burning rates have been included.

. Transonic flow effects on spray combustion in rocket nozzle conver-

gent sections have been taken into account for the first time. The

method used permits accurate modelling of the nozzle throat boundary

condition on the combustor.

The resultant DER computer program is capable of analyzing accurately the effects

of distributed spray combustion energy release on liquid rocket performance. A

number of precautionary notes should be listed, however, concerning its appli-

cation and areas of possible improvement:

lo A substantial number of available input data adjustments may influence

the performance prediction accuracy. The user must select input para-

meters carefully. Particularly influential parameters are those des-

cribing the propellant atomization (median droplet diameters and

diameter distributions). Although there are formulae in LISP to

calculate mass median diameters produced by several injection element

types, a user may be well advised to determine more accurate values

for his cases.
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2. LISP spray distribution correlation coefficients cover somewhat

limited ranges of injection element types and design conditions.

A user may need to derive and supply his own coefficients in order

to perform the full DER analysis.
1

3. The gas/liquid version of LISP has only limited applicability. It

is restricted to coaxial and triplet elements spaced not too closely

together. Further, its calculated transverse mass flux gradients

may be so steep that the subsequent combustion analysis encounters

numerical problems.

. In the first two (September 1970 and March 1971) versions of DER,

a discontinuity in combustion'gas properties at the STC/TDK inter-

face prevents accurate analysis of the supersonic nozzle expansion

by the modified TDK program section of DER. Rather than using the

modified TDK included in these versions, it is recommended that

STA-computed data be used to assemble a data deck for subsequent,

separate TDK analyses.

o The validity of DER's performance predictions should continue to

be evaluated by comparison with available experimental engine and

thrust chamber performance data. This is the most direct and

reliable way of discerning aspects that may need to be improved

in future work.

Notwithstanding these several precautionary notes and areas where additional

work could benefit performance prediction accuracy or computer program opera-

bility, it is recommended that the DER computer program be incorporated into

the JANNAF liquid rocket performance evaluation methodology.
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APPENDIX I

REPORTS, DOCUMENTS AND PRESENTATIONS RESULTING

FROM CONTRACT NAS7-746

As a result of work performed under Contract NAS7-746, "The Effects of Distributed

Energy Release on Liquid Rocket Performance," the following reports, documents and

presentations have been produced. They are listed in chronological order. The

scope of each and whether it is of current interest are indicated.

i. NASA CR-III000, Liquid Rocket Performance Computer Model with Distributed

Energy Release, Interim Final Report, September 1970. Described the develop-

ment and evaluation of the September 1970 version of DER. In large measure,

it is incorporated into this final report, which supercedes it.

2. "Liquid Rocket Performance Computer Program with Distributed Energy Release,

DER Computer Program Documentation and User's Guide," September 1970. An

unnumbered report describing the September 1970 version of DER including in-

structions for inputting data and running it and an example case. Superseded

by Item 7, below.

3. "Liquid Rocket Performance Analysis with Distributed Energy Release," 7th JANNAF

Combustion Meeting, CPIA Publication No. 204, Vol. I, pages 493-510, February

1971. A summarization of the first year's effort, presented in October 1970.

4. "Vaporization Efficiency Charts for SSME Combustor Designs;" an unnumbered

memorandum to the Liquid Rocket Performance Committee of JANNAF Performance

Standardization Working Group, December 1970. The charts presented (see Appendix

II) were incorporated in "JANNAF Interim Performance Calculation Methodology for

Use in the SSME Proposal Response," Addendum to CPIA Publication No. 178,

February 1971.

S. "Liquid Rocket Performance Computer Model with Distributed Energy Release, Docu-

mentation for Interim Delivery of the RevisedComputer Program with Droplet

Heating." This is an unnumbered report describing the March 1971 version of

DER. Only those parts concerned with the STC subprogram block differ from Item 2,

above. An STC example calculation is given for gaseous hydrogen/liquid oxygen at

supercritical conditions for the oxygen spray. This report is still in use.
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"Extension and Status of the Distributed Energy Release (DER) Computer Program,"

8th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, CPIA Publication No. 220, Vol.l, pages 659-669,

November 1971. A summarization of the work under Contract NAS7-746 and the

status of the DER program with respect to its implementation in the JANNAF

performance methodology.

"Liquid Rocket Combustion Computer Program with Distributed Energy Release, DER

Computer Program Documentation and User's Guide," December 1971. This unnumbered

report provides updated descriptions and input instructions for using the Decem-

ber 1971 version of DER. It supersedes Item 2, above.

"Catalog of Injector Spray Correlations," June 1972. This report describes the

methods in deriving LISP correlation coefficients from cold-flow spray distribu-

tion data, including a complete example calculation, and catalogs the coeffi-

cient values actually programmed into (or available as input data) the December

1971 version of DER. The format is amenable to periodic updating.
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APPENDIX II

LIQUID OXYGEN SPRAY VAPORIZATION EFFICIENCY CHARTS

A series of charts for calculating liquid oxygen spray vaporization efficiency in

high pressure LOX/GH 2 propulsion systems was derived from runs of a one-dimensional

combustion computer program* which was based on the droplet heating and diffusion

model described in pages 60 to 65 .. The approach taken was to make a large

number of model runs, with variations in design and operating conditions, and

cross-plot individual droplet size group vaporization efficiencies versus size

group initial droplet diameters.

DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR CHART CALCULATION

Nominal engine design conditions were determined by telephone consultations with

NASA and contractor representatives. Design parameters selected were:

Chamber lengths, injector-to-throat, inches

Chamber contraction ratio,

Nozzle convergence angle, degrees

Nozzle throat radius ratio

Radius ratio at start of convergence

Chamber pressures, psia

Total injection mixture ratio, o/f

Hot gas injection mixture ratio

Liquid oxygen injection temperature, R

Liquid oxygen injection velocity, ft/sec

(at 3000 psia)

(at 1500 psia)

Liquid oxygen spray, distribution
atomization

6, 10, and 14

2 and 3

30

0.75

1.0

1500 and 3000

6.0

1.0

220

100
50

Log-normal
5 values of D

(For the 6-inch long, 3.0 contraction ratio chamber, a 38 degree conical con-

vergence beginning at the injector face was required.)

*Sutton, R. D. and M. D. Schuman: "Liquid Combustion Analysis for Coaxial Jet

Injection of Gas/Liquid Propellants," 7th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, CPIA
Publication No. 204, Vol. I, 511-530, February 1971.
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]1_e log-normal droplet distribution used by Priem and lleidmann* is given by:

d_ Cl
d-D - D exp [ _]21 In(D/D)

2 lno (II-1)

The volume fraction of spray in a given droplet size range is controlled by the

two parameters D, which controls the coarseness of the spray, and a, which con-

trols the relative spread in droplet sizes in a spray of given D. In investiga-

tions conducted by P ri-em-and Heidman _ and in other investigations, some preference

was indicated for 0=2.3 to represent rocket injector sprays, therefore, this

value was used for the nominal condition cases.

The spray distribution was approximated by nine discreet droplet size groups.

Because the largest droplets are those which may degrade performance, the size

group diameters were selected to give a finer division of mass flux among the

large droplets than among the small ones:

Size Group No. 1 2

Diameter Ratio, D/D 0.37 0.65

Volume Fraction 0.20 0.20

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.00 1.40 1.73 2.6 2.60 3.2 4.7

0.20 0.i0 0.i0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Some preliminary computer runs were made to determine approximately the range

of D's which would result in vaporization efficiencies above 90 percent. A

maximum _ of 120 microns was indicated; most of the curves were generated with

D's of 20 or 30, 40, 60, 80, and 120 microns.

In addition to the systematic variations of chamber length, chamber contraction

ratio, and chamber pressure, a few auxiliary calculations were made to indicate

the effects of anticipated variations of both liquid oxygen injection velocity

and temperature, of hot-gas injection mixture ratio and of the o parameter in

the log normal distribution. These auxiliary cases were run with a 10-inch long,

3.0 contraction ratio chamber at 3000 psia.

*Priem, R. J. and M. F. tteidmann, Propellant Vaporization as a Design Criterion
for Rocket Engine Combustion Chambers, NASA TR-67, 1960.
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CALCULATED RESULTS

The composite results from approximately 60 computer runs representing the listed

nominal conditions were given in a set of four vaporization efficiency charts,

each of which consisted of a family of three chamber length curves showing va-

porization efficiency at the nozzle throat plane versus droplet size group initial

diameter for a particular combination of chamber pressure and chamber contraction

ratio. The four charts are shown in Fig. II-I through_-4.

Some scatter of the individual droplet size group data points about the curves

drawn resulted from having started with different values of D, a, mixture ratio,

etc. In general, deviations from the durves were well within ±2 percent.

The method of using these charts was described on page 85.
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